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Abstrakt

Narušeńı bezpečnosti bezdrátových śıt́ı představuje závažné ohrožeńı souk-
romı́, integrity a autentičnosti komunikace. Globálně rozš́ı̌rené protokoly ob-
sahuj́ı mnoho slabin, od nedostatk̊u p̊uvodńıho návrhu až po kritická pochy-
beńı programátor̊u. Ćılem této práce je analýza opakuj́ıćıch se hrozeb za
účelem vytvořeńı ucelené klasifikace a obranných direktiv. Na základě těchto
znalost́ı jsme zkonstruovali přenosné demonstračńı zař́ızeńı, které je určené
k plně automatizovanému spuštěńı útoku Evil Twin, s možnost́ı využ́ıt daľśı
moderńı nástroje pro testováńı zabezpečeńı.

Kĺıčová slova Wi-Fi, Evil TwinBerries, zabezpečeńı Wi-Fi, Wi-Fi útoky,
Evil Twin, KRACK, KR00K, Rogue Access Point
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Abstract

The wireless network compromise presents a serious threat to traffic con-
fidentiality, integrity, and authenticity. The globally widespread protocols
already have a well established attack surface filled with various pitfalls, ran-
ging from poor design decisions to critical programming errors. In this thesis,
we focus on researching the recurring threats to provide a modern taxonomy
overview and general protection guidelines. To demonstrate its functionality,
we constructed a portable device capable of a fully automated Evil Twin kill
chain execution along with the contemporary Wi-Fi auditing toolkit options.

Keywords Wi-Fi, Evil TwinBerries, Wi-Fi security, Wi-Fi attacks, Evil
Twin, KRACK, KR00K, Rogue Access Point
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Chapter 1

Introduction

WPA2 remains the most used protocol globally for Wi-Fi security and it may
take years for the WPA3 to take over. The globally widespread protocols
already have a well established attack surface filled with various pitfalls, ran-
ging from poor design decisions to critical programming errors.

Consequences include the loss of traffic confidentiality, integrity, and au-
thenticity. Therefore, the risks of eavesdropping, packet forgery, Denial-of-
Service, device infection, or credential theft require special attention. The
wireless network compromise presents a serious threat to both personal and
enterprise modes. Among other things, adversaries may leverage enterprise
variants to gain an initial foothold in the target network and move laterally
to obtain sensitive resources.

The goal of this thesis is to explore the logic, availability, and prevention,
along with the malicious potential of known Wi-Fi attacks. We aim to use such
research to construct a proof-of-concept security testing device and provide
practical defense guidelines.

1.1 Motivation

Preserving personal privacy is critical in the modern world and the wireless
flow of data is no exception. Popular retail Wi-Fi access solutions do not
guarantee sufficient protection against recurring attack models out of the box
(sometimes even after the latest update and proper configuration). Thus, they
leave the customer potentially unsafe. Without the necessary knowledge, users
can hardly prevent or recognize visible signs of malicious intent as a direct
result of Wi-Fi network compromise.

Effective education of public and system administrators on the security
risks associated with this technology is essential due to the vast Wi-Fi utiliza-
tion and high availability of effective security auditing tools. To better protect
also means to periodically monitor evolving trends in wireless security and
update/patch the networking equipment. By maintaining a state-of-the-art
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1. Introduction

penetration testing toolkit, network administrators can evaluate and report
the effectiveness of ongoing network fortification efforts.

1.2 Goal

The goal of this thesis is to explain the current Wi-Fi security threats to con-
struct a device capable of demonstrating bad actor influence over a wireless
network for lawful protection development and organized educational pur-
poses.

First, we need to establish the necessary technical groundwork for the
Wi-Fi communication principles so we explore the IEEE 802.11 standard and
the security protocols/modes. Based on that, we discuss the current Wi-
Fi attack surface and propose general protection guidelines. The next step
is a detailed analysis of the unique Evil Twin attack vector with a focus
on exploitability, advancements, and the available detection schemes. The
important focus was to put in context the attacker’s point of view with known
effective countermeasures and further educate on the risks and protections of
Wi-Fi communication.

After the theoretical chapters, we present a device specialized for Wi-Fi
security testing and provide a technical overview. Demonstration of choice is
a rogue access point in the form of a highly customizable Evil Twin pipeline
and a contemporary wireless auditing toolkit. To showcase the accessibility
of such devices, we chose a publicly known attack surface and the common
Raspberry Pi family (ARM architecture).

2



Chapter 2

IEEE 802.11

We dedicate the first chapter to the IEEE 802.11 set of media access control
(MAC) and physical layer (PHY) protocols outlined in [23] for wireless local
area network (WLAN) implementation. This is to set the necessary technical
groundwork for the upcoming Wi-Fi communication principles. Such inform-
ation is important because Wi-Fi is essentially a brand based on IEEE 802.11
with its own trademark and various certifications for security standards.

The 802.11 family consists of a series of half-duplex, over-the-air modu-
lation techniques that transmit over various frequencies, including but not
limited to 2.4 GHz, 5 GHz, 6 GHz, and 60 GHz frequency bands. Further-
more, fourteen channels are designated in the 2.4 GHz range, spaced 5 MHz
apart from each other except for a 12 MHz space before channel 14.[23]

A standard speed Wi-Fi signal occupies five channels in the 2.4 GHz band,
therefore in order to avoid interference from other nearby APs, the selected
channel number should differ by five or more.[6] Image 2.1 was taken from [6]
and shows how the 2.4 GHz band Wi-Fi channels overlap. However, there may
always be regulations imposed by a local government to specify the transmis-
sion capabilities.

5 GHz wireless access systems including the RLAN (Radio Local Area
Network) equipment are used in wireless local area networks to provide a
high-speed data communications in between devices connected to the wireless
infrastructure. The European standard EN 301 893 [17] covers operation in the
5.15–5.725 GHz band (adopted in May 2017). In the image 2.2, we show the
grouping options for bonded channels to allow for simultaneous transmission
for Load Based Equipment as described in the standard.

Development and overall advancement of this technology is done in ver-
sions and labeled through letter based suffixes, e.g. 802.11b, 802.11a, 802.11g,
802.11n, 802.11ac and 802.11ax. Recently, the Wi-Fi Alliance decided to gen-
eralize a novel easy-to-understand naming approach where versions are re-
ferred to using numerical sequence, e.g. 802.11n as Wi-Fi 4, 802.11ac as
Wi-Fi 5 and 802.11ax as Wi-Fi 6.[83]
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2. IEEE 802.11

Figure 2.1: Wi-Fi channels in the 2.4 GHz band.

Figure 2.2: Grouping options for bonded Wi-Fi channels in the 5 GHz band.

Additionally, the IEEE 802.1X defines encapsulation of the Extensible Au-
thentication Protocol (EAP) over IEEE 802.11 (EAPOL) and 802.11i specifies
security operations (implemented as WPA2).

The 802.11 protocol also defines two entities that can be present in a
wireless network: base stations and access points. Base Stations are client
devices that connect to an access point, for example, laptops, phones, etc.
In this thesis we may also use the terms station, client and client device to
describe the same thing. Finally, Access Point (AP) refers to the networking
hardware that provides stations with access to the distribution system (i.e.
network).[58]

These entities can be used to build one of three kinds of wireless network, or
basic service set (BSS). The configurations are Independent BSS (IBSS), Mesh
BSS and finally the Extended Service Set (ESS) which realises a collection of
BSSs connected using a common Distribution System (DS).[57] Basic Service
Sets within infrastructure network consist of a collection of zero or more clients
connected to an access point, and are identified by their Basic Service Set
Identifier (BSSID). Similarly, ESS is identified by its Extended Service Set
Identifier (ESSID), often known as the ”network name”. [55]
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2.1. OSI model

2.1 OSI model

The Open Systems Interconnection (OSI) model is a conceptual model created
by the International Organization for Standardization which enables diverse
communication systems to communicate using standard protocols.[9] There
are seven abstraction layers, each handles a specific job and communicates
with the layers above and below itself. We are not going to discuss the whole
application of the OSI model, instead we focus on the 802.11 changes in the
lowest layers, i.e. Data-Link and Physical. Image 2.3 taken from [73] graph-
ically outlines these changes.

Data-Link layer defines the format of data on the network by managing
packets in smaller pieces called frames. The 802.11 Data-Link layer is divided
into two sublayers. Upper portion is the IEEE 802.2 Logical Link Control
(LLC) and the bottom portion is the Media Access Control (MAC). When
the data is handed off to the LLC (from layer 3) it becomes known as the
MAC Service Data Unit (MSDU), i.e. a data payload that contains the IP
packet plus some LLC data. Once LLC sends the MSDU to the MAC sublayer,
it is encapsulated in a MAC Protocol Data Unit (MPDU) and handed further
down as a 802.11 frame.[23]

Then, the Physical layer is in charge of transmitting raw bit streams over
the chosen physical medium in two sublayers. In this case, the upper portion
is known as the Physical Layer Convergence Procedure (PLCP) and the lower
portion as the Physical Medium Dependent (PMD). In short, PLCP sublayer
prepares the frame for transmission as it takes the frame from the MAC sub-
layer and creates the PLCP Protocol Data Unit (PPDU) accordingly. The
PMD sublayer then modulates and transmits the data as bits.[23]

Figure 2.3: IEEE 802.11 OSI model outline.
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2. IEEE 802.11

2.2 WNIC

Wireless Network Interface Controller (WNIC) connects to a wireless network
using the layers 1 and 2 of the OSI model and uses an antenna to communic-
ate via radio waves. To suit to different needs, manufacturers offer varying
hardware capabilities and chipsets. Their popularity is often based off of the
driver support and the level of performance/flexibility one gets at the given
price point.

Such controllers support multiple communication modes (i.e., Master, Man-
aged, Promiscuous and Monitor). For our purpose, the most relevant is the
monitor mode. Unlike promiscuous mode, the monitor mode enables a WNIC
to capture wireless packets without the need to associate it with an AP.[20]
Hence it is possible to effectively monitor surrounding traffic with lesser digital
footprint.

2.3 Frame Types

This section is dedicated to showcasing different frame types and relevant
theory behind them. Many of the variants described here appear later in the
thesis as building blocks to various exploitations.

There are 3 types of frames used in the 802.11 MAC layer 2 communica-
tions happening over the air which manage and control the wireless link. They
are the Management Frames, Control Frames and Data frames.[45] Simplified
layout of a 802.11 frame with a WPA2 header (taken from [45]) is shown in
Figure 2.4.

First, the Frame Control (FC) field contains several bit-flags, then the
next three fields contain the address of the receiver (addr1), the address of the
sender (addr2), and the address of the final destination (addr3). For example,
when a client sends an outbound IP packet, addr1 equals the MAC address
of the AP, addr2 that of the client itself, and addr3 that of the router.[71]

Figure 2.4: Simplified 802.11 frame with WPA2 header.

The content of each frame, along with its source and destination address,
is stored in the data field. When a frame is encrypted, its plaintext header
includes the KeyID and Packet Number (PN) field. The PN field stores the
replay counter used by the encryption algorithm, and the KeyID identifies
which key was used to protect the frame.[71]

Traffic coordination became a large issue in WLANs, therefore manage-
ment and control packets are dedicated to assist in this difficult task. The
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2.3. Frame Types

following list showcases common management frames used to establish and
maintain Wi-Fi communications. Broader scope with examples can be found
at [45]. Each entry also contains corresponding wlan.fc.type subtype listed in
parentheses for easier filtering.

Authentication (0x0b) AP decides on the identity of a radio NIC (Network
Interface Controller) to allocate resources

Deauthentication (0x0c) announcement packet to another station in or-
der to terminate secure communications (contains reason code, VSI and
802.11w info)

Association req / res (0x0)/(0x01) enables the AP to allocate resources
and synchronize

Reassociation req / res (0x02) similar to a association, often utilized dur-
ing client roaming

Disassociation (0x0a) terminates the association from either AP or device

Beacon (0x08) AP periodically announces its presence and relay information

The purpose of management frames varies greatly, for example, the beacon
frame is an essential management component transmitted by an AP for broad-
casting its capabilities to client devices in a network. [26] Whereas, probe
requests and probe responses are used to obtain information from another
station or AP. On the other hand, deauthentication or disassociation have
a history of Denial-of-Service oriented misuse. (see image 5.6 from section
5.2.2). It is also possible to see control frames in the image referenced above
as their goal is to assist the delivery of data frames between stations and col-
lision management. These consist of Request to Send (RTS), Clear to Send
(CTS) packets to reduce collision and ACK to inform sending station if no
errors are found.

Finally, Protected Management Frames (PMF) is a feature based off the
802.11w amendment to provide integrity for both unicast and broadcast man-
agement frames, while also being responsible for unicast management frame
encryption.[15] In effect, it enables protection for Disassociate and Deau-
thenticate frames, making it harder for an adversary to deauthenticate cli-
ents from a network.[74] However, not all clients will support this feature;
therefore, the usage is negotiated by the client and access point. 1

1WPA3 will make this security feature mandatory
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Chapter 3

Protocols

An absence of wires indicates that any capable device within the range of a
wireless network can attempt to intercept or send packets. Furthermore, the
data intercepted in this way can be analyzed for illegal purposes, for example,
stealing credit card information or login credentials.

The goal of this chapter is to provide general information about the proto-
cols used to secure Wi-Fi networks. These protocols provide user authentica-
tion and mechanisms to ensure both confidentiality and integrity of transmit-
ted data. We decided to exclude further analysis of legacy protocols due to
their broken security and deprecation. Table 3.1 compares current practices
in terms of important features.

Global deployment and utilization of Wi-Fi technology require a continu-
ous effort to protect the client’s privacy and device security. Therefore, the
supported protocols/devices have to be thoroughly evaluated from a security
standpoint. There are other issues related to global security maintenance,
for example, the problematic patching process or product implementation di-
versity by manufacturers. Also, the now established growing trend of con-
necting vast amounts of appliances and other smart devices to the Internet
(known as the Internet of Things or IoT) has only made wireless technologies
more relevant.

The first wireless network encryption standard, Wired Equivalent Privacy
(WEP), was introduced as a part of the original 802.11 specifications ratified
in 1997.[27] Vulnerabilities which were discovered in 2001 in this encryption
method, required the development of a new encryption standard.[18] Due to
the cybersecurity weakness of WEP, it is recommended to avoid its usage.

In 2002, Wi-Fi Alliance released a new encryption method the Wi-Fi Pro-
tected Access (WPA), which was compatible with the old hardware and thus
only required a software upgrade.[80] However, this was only a temporary
workaround due to its weak cryptographic hash-algorithms and the Wi-Fi
Alliance kept on improving WPA.

The wireless specification 802.11i ratified in 2004 included the improved

9



3. Protocols

Wi-Fi Protected Access 2 (WPA2) that currently holds the top position for the
most widely used protocol (as seen in chapter 6.2). Additionally, in 2007 Wi-Fi
Alliance created an additional safety method Wi-Fi Protected Setup (WPS).
WPS makes it possible to connect to a wireless network just by pressing a
hardware button, thus avoiding the need to enter a password entirely.[4]

Wi-Fi Security Protocols

WPA2 WPA3

Security modes PSK or Enterprise Personal or Enter-
prise

Handshake2 4-way, group key Dragonfly

Packet encryption
suite

AES-CCMP AES-CCMP,
AES-GCMP

Encryption key size3 128-bit 128-bit or 256-bit

Integrity techniques CBC-MAC SHA-2

Secure setup WPS DPP

Protected
Management Frames

Optional Required

Forward Secrecy No Yes

Year of release 2004 2018

Table 3.1: Wi-Fi Security Protocols

The latest generation, WPA3 brings cutting-edge security protocols to the
market. WPA3 adds new features to simplify Wi-Fi security, enable more ro-
bust authentication, deliver increased cryptographic strength for highly sens-
itive data markets and maintain resiliency.[85]

Modern security protocols offer different options for personal and enter-
prise networks. For example, the Wi-Fi Alliance claims that users of WPA3-
Personal receive increased protections from password guessing attempts while
WPA3-Enterprise users can take advantage of higher grade security protocols
for sensitive data networks.[85] Compared to WPA2, both security modes use
the same encryption method (TKIP or CCMP) but the inner mechanisms
change.

The main difference between the security modes is how clients authenticate
themselves to the network. Personal networks are designed for home networks
and use a PSK for authentication. Enterprise networks use the IEEE 802.1X
standard which provides authentication mechanisms that relay the authentic-
ation towards an authentication server (RADIUS).[74]

2please refer to [71] and [72] to see a complete list of handshakes.
3WPA3-Enterprise mandates longer key sizes (the equivalent of 192-bit security).[12]
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3.1. WPA2

3.1 WPA2

The original security standard Wi-Fi Protected Access (WPA) was introduced
in 2003 as an interim solution to the limited protection offered by WEP.
All modern protected Wi-Fi networks rely on the 802.11i amendment which
defines both the 4-way handshake and two encryption protocols. However,
due to the slow standardization of this amendment, the Wi-Fi Alliance already
started certifying devices based on a draft of 802.11i under the Wi-Fi Protected
Access (WPA) program.[71]

The WPA program added support for Temporal Key Integrity Protocol
(TKIP) encryption, an older form of security technology vulnerable to cryp-
tographic attacks. Once 802.11i had been finished, the WPA2 certification
program was created. The main difference is that WPA2 mandates support
for the more secure (AES-)CCMP encryption protocol and optionally allows
the (WPA-)TKIP encryption protocol while the reverse is true for WPA.[71]

The 802.11i amendment defines two data-confidentiality protocols. The
first is called the Temporal Key Integrity Protocol (TKIP), however, this pro-
tocol is deprecated due to security concerns. The second protocol is commonly
called (AES-)CCMP and the AES block cipher replaces the RC4 cipher.[70]
In 2012 the 802.11ad amendment added a new data-confidentiality protocol
called the Galois/Counter Mode Protocol (GCMP).

The CCMP protocol is based on the AES cipher operating in the CCM
mode (counter mode with CBC-MAC). It is an Authenticated Encryption
with Associated Data (AEAD) algorithm and is considered secure as long as
no Initialization Vector (IV) repeats under a particular key. In CCMP, the IV
is the concatenation of the sender is MAC address, a 48-bit nonce, and some
additional flags derived from the transmitted frame.[70]

All three protocols behave like stream ciphers where the keystream is gen-
erated and XORed with the plaintext data. The generated keystream depends
on the TK subkey of the PTK, and a 48-bit packet number. This packet num-
ber, commonly called a nonce, is incremented by one for every transmitted
packet, starting at zero or one depending on the specific protocol, it is used
as a replay counter by the receiver.[71]

The 4-way handshake provides mutual authentication based on a shared
secret called the Pairwise Master Key (PMK) and negotiates a fresh session
key called the Pairwise Transient Key (PTK). Every message in the 4-way
handshake is defined using EAPOL frames which we describe later in section
3.3.1. During this handshake, the client is called the supplicant and the AP
is called the authenticator. We use these terms interchangeably and the de-
scription below provides the usage and source of various keys that take a part
in the handshake.[2]

PSK creation as part of the 802.11i passphrase-to-PSK mapping scheme.

Usage: shared secret.
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PMK is derived from a pre-shared password in a personal network, or nego-
tiated using 802.1X in an enterprise network.

Usage: the highest order key used within the 802.11i amendment.

PTK is formed as a combination of the PMK, the Authenticator Nonce (AN-
once), the Supplicant Nonce (SNonce), and the MAC address of both
the supplicant and client.

Usage: later split into a Key Confirmation Key (KCK), KeyEncryption
Key (KEK), and Temporal Key (TK).

GTK The GTK may be derived from a group master key (GMK) but it is a
random value assigned by the broadcast/multicast source.

Usage: protects broadcast/multicast medium access control (MAC)
protocol data units (MPDUs) from that source.

The KCK and KEK from PTK split are used to protect handshake mes-
sages, while the TK is used to protect normal data frames with a data-
confidentiality protocol (see [87] for TK-related vulnerabilities). Note that
in an existing connection, the PTK can be refreshed by initiating a new 4-way
handshake. During this rekey, all 4-way handshake messages are encrypted
by the data-confidentiality protocol using the current PTK.[70]

Details on the exchanged messages and key installations can be found in
standards issued by the Wi-Fi Alliance [23] or in materials oriented on hand-
shake evaluation such as [70] and [71]. Image 3.1 taken from said materials,
shows a graphical overview of the handshake.

If WPA2 is used, the 4-way handshake also transports the current Group
Temporal Key (GTK) to the supplicant. The authenticator periodically re-
freshes the group key and distributes it to all clients using the group key
handshake. This ensures that the GTK works for the recently authorized cli-
ents only. The most defensive scenarios renew the key once a client leaves the
network.

3.2 WPS

Wi-Fi Protected Setup™ (WPS) is a WPA2 feature that lets the user easily
connect WPS-supported client devices, such as wireless printers, to the their
router wirelessly.[31] Administrators may choose from multiple methods to
connect new devices to their network. The traditional network setup requires
clients to know the pre-shared key and SSID to establish connection. WPS
methods are based on different identification mechanisms to enable flexibil-
ity, e.g. Personal Identification Number (PIN), Push-Button Configuration
(PBC), or Near Field Communication (NFC).[37]
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Figure 3.1: Messages transmitted when a client connects with an AP using
WPA2.

PIN method relies on the secrecy of an 8-digit identifying code to allow
devices into the network 4.

Push-Button activates WPS by pushing a physical button on the board (few
boards have such a button marked on the board case/label).

Push-Button-Virtual represents the “WPS Accept” virtual button altern-
ative in the wireless interface menu.[37]

NFC (Near Field Communication) capable device is added to the net-
work when in contact with another NFC-tag or device [75]

4Such code may be static and provided as part of the device packaging/labeling, or
dynamically generated by the device.
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WPS is not intended for use in Enterprise networks where separate au-
thentication servers are used to control network access. It is strongly recom-
mended to consider the negative security implications associated with using
this technology (see section 4.3.2).

Along with WPA3, the Wi-Fi Alliance will launch the Device Provision-
ing Protocol (DPP) as a simple way to onboard “headless” IoT devices into the
network; this will make the provisioning more manageable and user friendly.[43]

The protocol strives to protect against known threats, e.g. passive ad-
versaries/eavesdroppers and active adversaries that could deny provisioning
service without alerting the user, create new networks and, manipulate device
connections.[81]

Also, Wi-Fi Easy Connect simplifies the device configuration with the use
of QR codes, NFC tags or downloaded device information from the cloud and a
user-chosen configurator (such as a smartphone or tablet) to manage network
access.[82]

3.3 IEEE 802.1X

IEEE 802.1X is a part of the IEEE 802.1 group of networking protocols and
represents an IEEE Standard for port-based Network Access Control (PNAC).
Its main goal is to enable authenticated access to the IEEE 802 media, in-
cluding Ethernet, Token Ring and 802.11 wireless LANs. Although Remote
Authentication Dial-In User Service (RADIUS) support is optional within the
IEEE 802.1X, it is expected that many authenticators will function as the
RADIUS clients as seen in [24].

For central management, it is possible to deploy backend authentication,
and accounting as a part of the authentication, authorization, and accounting
(AAA) practices. If that is the case, authenticators will function as the AAA
clients.

Extensible Authentication Protocol (EAP) is used as the authentication
framework for the 802.1X and further defines EAPOL as the encapsulation
of EAP over IEEE 802.11 (EAP over LAN).[25] In image 3.2, we show the
802.1X communication layout as a guiding material.

In this thesis, we briefly discuss enterprise solutions just to provide a tech-
nical contrast and initial guidance for future work. The image 2.4 showcases
how the previously defined EAPOL is used between the supplicant and the
authenticator. EAP is then usually tunneled over Radius between the authen-
ticator and the authentication server, but it can also be done over other AAA
protocols (Diameter).[48]

3.3.1 EAP

The most commonly used EAP implementations are the EAP-PEAP and the
EAP-TTLS. They provide a secure tunnel to protect the authentication pro-
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Figure 3.2: IEEE 802.1X communication layout.

cess that takes place between the supplicant and the authentication server.

Once a client device attempts to connect to the network, the authentica-
tion server presents the supplicant with an x.509 certificate. After the client
accepts the certificate, a secure encrypted tunnel is established between the
authentication server and the supplicant to proceed with authentication.[57]

However, the supplicant and the authentication server do not communic-
ate directly. All their communication is relayed by the authenticator (multiple
OSI layers). More specifically, the supplicant and the authenticator commu-
nicate using a Layer 2 protocol such as IEEE 802.11X and the authenticator
communicates with the authentication server using RADIUS, which is a Layer
7 protocol.[49]

3.3.2 RADIUS

The RADIUS (Remote Authentication Dial-In User Service) is a network pro-
tocol that defines rules and conventions for AAA management Its implement-
ations serve as the basis for multiple commercial offerings and supply the
authentication, authorization, and accounting needs of many companies and
ISPs.[24] A server is generally used to authenticate users or devices before
allowing them to access the network. Clients present their credentials via
a customizable login prompt or using the link framing protocol such as the
Point-to-Point Protocol (PPP) that uses authentication packets instead.[49]
These users or devices are then authorized for specific network services and
subsequently logged.

To provide an example, it is possible to use the RSA RADIUS with the
RSA Authentication Manager to directly authenticate users attempting to
access network resources through the RADIUS-enabled devices. When a RA-
DIUS server receives remote user access requests from clients (for example a
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VPN) it forwards the access requests to the RSA Authentication Manager for
validation.[52] Authentication Manager then sends accept or reject messages
to the server.

3.4 WPA3

In 2018 the WPA3 was released as the late addition to the Wi-Fi Secur-
ity practices. It is important to remark that the WPA3 does not define
new protocols but instead serves as a certification that defines which exist-
ing protocols a device must support. This certification mandates support of
the Dragonfly handshake, also known as the Simultaneous Authentication of
Equals (SAE).[72]

In contrast to the 4-way handshake of WPA2, the SAE handshake provides
forward secrecy and is resistant to dictionary attacks.[71] Dragonfly sup-
ports Elliptic Curve Cryptography (ECC) with elliptic curves over a prime
field (ECP groups), and Finite Field Cryptography (FFC) with multiplicative
groups modulo over a prime (MODP groups).[86] Dragonfly is also used in
networks that authenticate clients using EAP-pwd, i.e the AP initiates the
handshake and the commit and confirm frames are encapsulated in 802.1X
frames.[72]

Before initiating the Dragonfly handshake, the pre-shared password is con-
verted to a group element using a hash-to-element method. A method for
MODP groups is called the hash-to-group and for elliptic curves the hash-
to-curve. The Password Authenticated Key Exchange (PAKE) converts the
processed passwords into a high-entropy keys and after executing SAE the
negotiated high-entropy key is used in a 4-way handshake to derive a fresh
session key. Image 3.3 showcases the graphical overview of the WPA3’s SAE
handshake as proposed in [72]. More detailed information about the WPA3
can be found in the original Wi-Fi Alliance documents [84] [86] or the pub-
lished security research [72].

Although the WPA3 still uses the WPA2’s 4-way handshake, it is not
vulnerable to dictionary attacks because the key generated by SAE has a much
higher entropy than an ordinary password. [72] Backward compatibility with
WPA2 is offered as a transition mode feature where WPA2 and WPA3 are
simultaneously supported using the same password [84]. However, in section
4.3.5 we discuss the potential security implications.

Due to its built-in protection against known side-channel attacks, the
Dragonfly overhead is high compared to similar algorithms. Adversaries can
abuse this resource intensity to conduct a Denial-of-Service attack. To combat
some of the issues, Dragonfly designers implemented a reactive anti-clogging
defense that utilizes secret cookies.

The AP declares a “cookie demanding” state as a result of an ongoing
Denial-of-Service attempt and binds generated strings to message senders.
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The first SAE message will not be processed unless the message contains a
valid cookie.[84] However, researchers were able to bypass this anti-clogging
mechanism as seen in [72].

Figure 3.3: Simultaneous Dragonfly handshake initiation with elliptic curves.
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Chapter 4

Wi-Fi Attack Surface

Previously, we defined the technical background for the Wi-Fi technology and
popular security protocols. This chapter is dedicated to the attack surface
associated with this widespread technology, where we classify exploitation
methods and showcase established threats.

Most importantly, we discuss general protection guidelines for modern Wi-
Fi networks to help network administrators and Wi-Fi consumers better se-
cure their wireless perimeter. Attack surface magnitude is closely tied to the
protocols selected; however, this thesis primarily covers non-deprecated pro-
tocols such as WPA2/3 in mostly the personal mode. Enterprise exploits are
of similar nature with the difference of more advanced structure (authentica-
tion server), protocols (EAP-PEAP/EAP-TTLS, LLMNR, NBT-NS, NTLM)
and communication complexity (Active directory, RADIUS authentication,
network traversal/lateral movement).

We can see wireless attacks having impact on state level espionage as well.
The US Department of Justice filed a formal accusation (indictment) citing the
usage of portable state of the art wireless rig installed into a rented vehicle.[13]
The documents represent a rare glimpse into how an elite group may adapt
and incorporate the efficiency of Wi-Fi attack surface. The following image
4.1 is a legal attachment from the official indictment.

The idea of high stakes Wi-Fi hacking effort is relevant if the target net-
work is significantly more expensive to breach via traditional means. With the
secure deployment of traditional protection technologies such as firewalls, in-
trusion prevention systems (IPSs), content filters, and anti-virus/anti-malware
detection tools, the enterprise networks are in some cases more difficult tar-
gets. As a result, adversaries are now exploiting less secure end user devices
and Wi-Fi networks to penetrate the enterprise networks.[69]
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Figure 4.1: State of the art wireless rig.

4.1 Taxonomy Overview

Concurrent with our research, a thesis dedicated to a comprehensive taxonomy
of Wi-Fi attacks was published prior to releasing our own materials for the
Evil TwinBerries device. We would like to direct anyone interested in the
broad scope of Wi-Fi attacks to see the publication [74] based at the Radboud
University Nijmegen. To support the global unification of nomenclature and
categorization perspectives, we decided to retain the classification approach
proposed by [74] and also quote some of their quality taxonomy tables.

Attacks can be separated into multiple types categorised by their goals and
leverage mechanisms. The four common types are Man-in-the-Middle (MitM),
Denial-of-Service (DoS), Traffic Decryption and Key-recovery. Ultimately,
these types are often combined either as a mandatory execution step or an
efficiency booster. Further classification focuses on the attack features such as
its type, protocol and efficiency. From the practical standpoint it is important
how available and sophisticated the exploits are, e.g., the level of automation
and protection evasion.

The following table 4.1 showcases some of the current threats to Wi-Fi
networks.
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Taxonomy Overview

Type Protocol Name

Man-in-the-Middle *-* Evil Twin
*-* KARMA Attack
*-* MANA Attack
WPA*-Open Known Beacon Attack

Key-recovery WPA2-PSK Dictionary Attack
WPA2-PSK WPS Brute-force Attack
WPA2-PSK WPS Pixie Dust Attack
WPA2-PSK PMKID Hash Dictionary Attack
WPA3-PSK Dragonblood

Traffic Decryption WPA2-* KRACK Attacks
WPA2-* KR00K vulnerability

Denial of Service *-* Rseource Exhaustion Attack
WPA2-* Deauthentication Flooding At-

tack
WPA3-* Dragonfly Resource Exhaustion

Table 4.1: Proposed taxonomy

In the context of Wi-Fi, Man-in-the-Middle is a type of attack focused
on rerouting traffic through the adversary or leveraging a rogue access point
(RAP) with the intent to eavesdrop on traffic and manipulate packets. A com-
mon approach is to either hijack routing properties of connected network or use
any variant of the Evil Twin Attack (ETA). Such attacks focus on construct-
ing a RAP to impersonate a legitimate access point that is preferred/trusted
by nearby stations to lure wireless clients. The topic of ETA is so vast we
decided to dedicate chapter 5 to it.

Denial-of-Service is traditionally used to decrease overall network stability
by flooding the target system with management frames or specially crafted
packets to cause resource exhaustion. Some Wi-Fi exploitations rely heavily on
disconnecting clients from the victim AP because of the way stations attempt
to provide clients with wireless connection afterwards. Common motives are
handshake collection, automatic network selection (see section 5.2.1), hard-
ware (registry) flush [88], triggered reinicialization of cryptographic values
[70]. The variety of DoS attacks grew over the years across the OSI model
often with the introduction of vulnerable functions and general availability of
hardware (SDR, external WNIC, IoT platforms) capable to do so. More on
Denial-of-Service can be found in the Evil Twin chapter (section 5.2.2).

Traffic encryption is one of the main factors driving security protocol evol-
ution forward because confidentiality of encryption keys is an essential factor
for data integrity and packet authenticity. As a result, to crack the contents of
packets with the purpose of obtaining its contents in plaintext is more difficult
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in modern networks compared to other more historical configurations (WEP
RC4 support). For example, WPA3 cryptography relies on elliptic curves,
making it the strongest of Wi-Fi protocols mathematically. However, the
currently prevalent protocols have advanced encryption mechanisms in place
but the problem lies in improper realisation of such mechanisms rather than
a flawed design (see section 4.3). Therefore, short sighted implementation
decisions may lead to a weakened encryption.

Finally, the adversary may associate with a Wi-Fi network using a re-
covered pre-shared key. Similarily to other principles, weaknesses in the au-
thentication protocol (offline dictionary attack) play a role in an unlawful
key recovery, but also the statistical analysis of the encrypted traffic.[74] It
is important to state that unauthorized access is unacceptable and may lead
to a wider and serious network compromise. This led the the newer WPA3
certification to take precautionary prevention measures, leaving mainly WEP,
WPA/2 or WPS especially vulnerable.

4.2 General protection guidelines

In this section we highlight protection measures that can be applied for cli-
ent devices and Wi-Fi networking infrastructure, some even in the enterprise
environment. Among other things, this advisory is also based on attacks and
techniques we describe in the thesis. Target audience are not only network
administrators but the general public as well. With the growth rate of wire-
less communications it is necessary to educate everyone on concurrent privacy
threats associated with Wi-Fi networks to help advance global security.

For personal devices, disable the auto-connect feature and any wireless
interfaces when not actively connected to a network. This may prevent clients
from automatically connecting to rogue access points. Preferred Networks
List (PNL) should only contain essential entries to reduce the surface of vic-
tims to spoof, so forgetting networks after establishing connection is helpful.
Restricting PNL entries to specific MAC addresses only requires adversaries
to know the network they are spoofing.

To prevent malicious certificate behaviour such as SSLStrip, clients should
always communicate over HTTPS with a trusted and valid domain. Recently,
Google Chrome (Chrome 90) started to prefer HTTPS to HTTP when not
specified in the address bar.[67] Additionally, proper HSTS and certificate
pinning can help.

Routing traffic through a Virtual Private Network (VPN) makes it harder
for an adversary to inspect traffic through a Man-in-the-Middle position since
only the encrypted traffic from the tunnel with the VPN is observable.[28]

Security-oriented solutions for smart homes are also commercially avail-
able, for example, the Avast Omni5 or the Trend Micro Home Network Secur-

5urlhttps://www.avast.com/en-us/omni
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ity6 may provide an additional layer of security.

As for the actual Wi-Fi infrastructure, migration to a modern security pro-
tocol is essential. WPA and WPA2 are still available; however, it is advisable
to use equipment that specifically supports WPA3, as relying on the other
protocols could leave a network open to exploitation.[8] Some devices already
support the WPA3 certification and their deployment should be globally pri-
oritized due to the introduction of stronger encryption and crucial security
measures.

The manufacturers of wireless APs periodically release updates and patches
for software and firmware. Check the customer support from the manufac-
turer or the ISP (internet service provider) about instructions, suggestions,
and security options. Always keep the network up to date and make sure the
system has relevant patches applied.

Change passwords regularly to prevent adversaries from gaining unauthor-
ized access into the network. Dictionary attack and brute force in general relies
on the pre-shared key’s complexity. Stronger passphrases (at least 20 charac-
ters according to the 802.11i) are time and hardware-consuming to attackers
and may be spared from generic cracking approaches.

The WPA3 security considerations say that WPA3-Personal should also
limit authentication attempts when an implementation identifies an active
attack. Repeated authentication failures may indicate that an active attack
is underway, allowing implementations to respond appropriately, including
throttling the authentication attempts and/or issuing alerts such as Simple
Network Management Protocol (SNMP) trap, log message, or others.[84]

Avoid publicizing the Service Set Identifier (SSID) to prevent outsiders
from easy access. At the very least, change the SSID to something unique
that does not leak any information that could lead to network or PII (per-
sonally identifiable information) compromise. Manufacturer’s default value
attracts attackers as a sign of poorly configured AP that is easy to identify
and potentially exploit.[8]

Allow access only for authorized users in order to maintain the privacy of
the primary network. Try to utilize the guest option for guest devices, this
grants access on a separate wireless channel with a separate password.

Consider installing a firewall directly on wireless devices (a host-based
firewall), as well as on the home network (a router or modem-based firewall).
Attackers who can directly tap into a wireless network may be able to cir-
cumvent a network firewall. Hence the host-based firewall will add a layer
of protection to the data.[8] Also, disable remote administration on all nodes
unless necessary because it allows outside access to change, for example, the
router administrator settings.[16]

If WPA2 is really necessary, preferably deploy separate networks for WPA2
and WPA3 with different pre-shared key to mitigate downgrade issues associ-

6https://www.trendmicro.com/en_us/forHome/products/homenetworksecurity.html
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ated with WPA3 deployment.[84] Disable WPS as it is deemed insecure and
should be replaced by a newer standard. Ideally, the device should support
Protected Management Frames (PMF) that offers data confidentiality, integ-
rity, origin authenticity and replay protection for management frames7 (as
described in chapter 2.3).

Organizations can deploy Wireless Intrusion Detection System to enhance
monitoring and defense capabilities. A Guide to Securing Networks for Wi-
Fi by the U.S. Department of Homeland Security states that in response to
the growing number of attacks on networks and the risks associated with the
pervasive nature of wireless technologies, the major recommendation in the
guidance [69] is to deploy a wireless intrusion detection system (WIDS) and
wireless intrusion prevention system (WIPS) on every network, to detect and
automatically disconnect devices using unauthorized wireless services.

Organizations deploy these systems to create and enforce wireless security
policies in enterprise networks Also the ability to centrally monitor and man-
age enterprise wireless security (with respect to the threats listed later in the
thesis) allows the security operations center (SOC) to act upon automated
alerts and better understand the perimeter during incident remediation.

4.3 Established threats

The current wireless threat landscape is built on vast research initiative and
the short sighted development decisions that defined essential practices for
adversaries to leverage.

4.3.1 Password Recovery

Recovering the pre-shared key (PSK) allows the attacker to circumvent au-
thorization layer of victim 802.11 network. Attackers build on various brute
force methods to recover the PSK and the final approach is shaped by the
exploitable properties of target environment. The goal is to obtain the 4-
way handshake between a client and victim AP to brute-force the PSK. This
is available because of the (plaintext) transmitted nonce and the MIC over
it.[74]

In case of a busy network, the passive approach of sniffing ongoing traffic
for handshakes rather than using active Denial-of-Service methods may be
sufficient. However, if the situation calls for more active measures to be em-
ployed, then the Evil Twin pipeline could be adjusted to collect just enough
information out of the handshake to do an offline brute-force attack against
the PSK (refer to section 5.2).

Additionally in 2018, a new approach appeared on the forums of a popular
password cracker (hashcat) that excludes clients and the attacker directly com-

7WPA3 security protocol requires this feature by default.
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municates with an AP.[63] Instead of collecting complete 4-way handshakes,
the research shows that some routers append too much information (in the
form of PMKID) to the Robust Security Network Information Element (RSN
IE) hence a single EAPOL frame is sufficient to obtain the PMK (Pairwise
Master Key).

PMKID is computed as follows, where “PMK Name” string is constant
and both BSSIDs are known to the attacker.[63]

PMKID = HMAC-SHA1-128(PMK, "PMK Name" | MAC_AP | MAC_STA)

The client-less PMKID attack was also covered by the author of bettercap in
his blogpost [34] to highlight the exploitation differences from handshake col-
lection. The advantages of capturing the PMKID hash instead of handshakes
make for a more efficient, independent and stealthier process.

4.3.2 WPS Bruteforce Attack

We’ve already discussed the technical elements of the WPS system. Here we
present the attacks that cause it to be often disabled as a best practice due to
its unreliability. The issue lies in the fact that the design allows adversaries to
easily recover the secret PIN and thus learn the WPA/WPA2 pre-shared key.
Despite the manufacturers effort to reduce the exploitable attack surface by
adding lock-out mechanisms, they often introduce weak methods to generate
the secret nonces.[5]

On specific chipsets, random numbers are not really random but are de-
rivations of the hashes, therefore it is possible to guess the nonces and then
compute the PIN. Tools like Bully8 or Reaver9 have the option to perform
an offline attack Pixie Dust (pixiewps), by automatically passing the PKE,
PKR, E-Hash1, E-Hash2, E-Nonce and Authkey. According to the document-
ation, the pixiewps tool will then try to attack Ralink, Broadcom and Realtek
chipsets.

4.3.3 KRACK Attacks

The KRACK attacks publication was a groundbreaking research because it
affected multiple handshakes on a level where the hijacking of TCP streams
and data injections were made possible. When a client joins a network it ex-
ecutes the 4-way handshake (see section 3.1 for a more detailed description)
to provide mutual authentication and negotiate a fresh session key (PTK).
Such handshake consists of multiple messages that are referred to by numbers
according to their order of transmission. The key is then installed after re-
ceiving message 3 of the handshake to encrypt normal data frames using the
data-confidentiality protocol.

8https://gitlab.com/kalilinux/packages/bully
9https://github.com/t6x/reaver-wps-fork-t6x
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Researchers found multiple mechanisms and race conditions to manipulate
the handshake messages to reinstall an already-in-use key. Each time the
message 3 is received, the same session key is reinstalled and thereby the
incremental transmit packet number (nonce) and receive replay counter used
by the data-confidentiality protocol are reset.[70]

Adversaries can then force this reuse to violate communication privacy
as a result of severe shortcomings of the globally used authentication pro-
cesses. More specifically, AES-CCMP was marked as susceptible to replay
and decryption of packets but not forgery. TKIP and GCMP failed to protect
against packet forgery as well. This type of attacks was also used to attack
the group key, PeerKey, and fast BSS transition handshake.[70]

Their work was later extended by further systematic analysis to no longer
rely on hard-to-win race conditions but rather employ more practical methods
of exploitation. The authors improve key reinstallation attacks (KRACKs) by
generalizing known attacks, analyzing all hand-shakes, bypassing 802.11’s of-
ficial countermeasure, auditing (flawed) patches, and enhancing attacks using
implementation-specific bugs.[71]

In this advancement, the adversaries no longer rely on plain-text trans-
mission of message 3 but the sleep feature of WNM (Wireless Network Man-
agement power-save) allows them to generate the message 3 encrypted under
the newly negotiated session key. Attacker then controls the flush of buffered
messages for client by unsetting the sleep flag with an empty data frame.
Additionally, it was proven that other handshakes, e.g. the Fast Initial Link
Setup (FILS) and the Tunneled direct link setup PeerKey (TPK), were also
vulnerable to key reinstallations. Some APs also accept replayed message 4’s
of the 4-way handshake.[71]

We conclude that preventing key reinstallations is harder than expected
and believe that (formally) modeling 802.11 would help to better secure both
implementations an the standard itself.

The weaknesses are in the Wi-Fi standard, that means they are widespread
and will take a lot of global effort to patch. Mainly due to the fact that
the standard progressively grows with new features and requires a specific
knowledge to understand. Original researchers also stated that the prevention
is harder than initially assumed. They believe that the 802.11 standard would
benefit from formal modelling or simplification.[71]

4.3.4 KR00K Vulnerability

A recently discovered vulnerability in commonly used Wi-Fi chips, primar-
ily FullMAC WLAN chips manufactured by Broadcom and Cypress. Both
WPA2-Personal and WPA2-Enterprise protocols with AES-CCMP encryp-
tion are affected. The vulnerability (CVE-2019-15126) was first discovered by
the ESET researchers and published as a white paper in February 2020 [88].
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Subsequent followup of similar bugs in different chip brands went public in
August.[87]

Visible naming similarity to KRACK suggests common exploitation ground,
yet these two are not interchangeable as there are important differences.
KR00K embodies the worst case scenario achievable by KRACK attacks –
all-zero key encryption of transmitted data. However, there are significant
changes and constraints in place.

We are no longer discussing a series of key reinstallation attacks but a chip
based vulnerability exploitation. Instead of relying on the 4-way handshake,
KR00K uses victim disassociation as the trigger. This gives it a strict limit
on the amount of data acquirable, thus only a part of the communication is
actually exposed.

Once a station’s WLAN session gets disassociated, the session key (TK)
stored in the Wireless Network Interface Controller’s (WNIC) Wi-Fi chip is
cleared in memory (set to zero).[88] Consequentially, the data left in the Tx
buffer are transmitted with their confidentiality flawed by this insecure en-
cryption practice.

To make things worse, monitor mode enabled WNIC does not require the
attacker to know the Pre-Shared Key (PSK), or have any connection to the
network at all. This important approach distinction results from the ability
to forge management frames and independently capture vulnerable traffic.

An adversary may periodically trigger disassociation of vulnerable devices.
By anticipating the Tx buffer flush, the attacker can bypass one data protec-
tion layer and decrypt the intercepted communication. From personal experi-
ence, the period of actions resulting in KR00K trigger has to take into account
the importance of reassociation and the time needed for a Tx buffer refill.

4.3.5 Dragonblood

WPA3 has also shown significant security issues despite being the latest cer-
tification for Wi-Fi communication. Among other things, the specification
mandates a new handshake to be used and overall security guarantees are
unclear. The Dragonfly variant used in WPA3 is also known as Simultaneous
Authentication of Equals (SAE) and along with the EAP-pwd, they use the
Dragonfly handshake to provide forward secrecy and resistance to dictionary
attacks.

The authors of [72] presented vulnerabilities in all WPA3 and EAP-pwd
implementations in their important research initiative. After the publication,
new draft of the protocols incorporating proposed design changes took place.

For example, their results include Denial-of-Service, novel side-channel
leaks (timing and cache), downgrade attacks and offline password brute force.

WPA3 was found vulnerable in transition mode where it accepts connec-
tions using WPA3-SAE and WPA2 with the same password. Adversary may
forge its origins and transmit beacons to trick the client into thinking the AP
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only supports WPA2. Despite the ability to detect forged RSNE in beacon
frames the authors still carried out a successful dictionary attack with no
Man-in-the-Middle position necessary. All they needed was to collect a single
authenticated 4-way handshake message.

Novel side-channel attacks involve the password encoding methods (hash-
to-group and hash-to-curve) that are part of the password derivation process
to leak valuable data. For timing attacks, obtained info about the number
of executed iterations can be used to recover the victim’s password. On the
other hand, cache-based approach aims to help offline brute-force by checking
memory access patterns, e.g., whether the Quadratic Residue (QR) test in the
first iteration of the hash-to-curve algorithm succeeded or not.[72]

Ironically, when compared with similar algorithms, the Dragonfly over-
head is high as a result of covered defenses against known side-channel at-
tacks. This could increase DoS attacks efficiency when spoofing commit frames
and because of that its authors put prevention mechanisms in place. How-
ever, Dragonblood bypasses the anti-clogging defense (described in section 3.4)
based on reflecting the secret cookie by forging MAC addresses and effectively
proceeds with the Denial-of-Service attack.[72]

4.4 WarDriving

WarDriving is the act of moving around a specific area and mapping the pop-
ulation of wireless access points for statistical purposes. These statistics are
then used to raise awareness of the security problems associated with these
types of networks (typically wireless).[22] This often misleading term is tied
to the 1983 movie WarGames where the phone number discovery practice
WarDialing is depicted. Suffixes added to the ’War’ keyword form a nomen-
clature based on the type of selected transportation (WarWalking, WarFlying,
WarCycling) or even exploitation (Warkitting10).[66]

The common misconception about WarDriving is the inherent expectation
of malicious activity, for example, the unauthorized access of private wireless
networks or eavesdropping. We believe the definition above (published by the
original DEF CON WarDriving Contest organizer Chris Hurley in his 2004
book) is more accurate and the intent should always be highlighted when dis-
cussing this term.[22] There is no doubt that WarDriving is being weaponized
not only for statistical purposes but for malicious use as well. However, an
individual responsible for malicious actions on wireless networks is most im-
portantly a criminal. The techniques and principles of WarDriving are only
misused with ill intent. All statistical efforts of this nature should have their
goals firmly set with an appropriate legal review. Deployed code has to be
under control and no sensitive or private user data should be involved under
any circumstances.

10Warkitting combines the notions of WarDriving and rootkits.
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The Evolution of the Wi-Fi wireless network landscape moves towards
more secure solutions and the auditing techniques had to evolve too. Signific-
antly better performing hardware is currently available with a wide variety of
different WNIC chipsets. Additionally, software support is well established,
ranging from the operating systems to drivers and robust penetration testing
frameworks.

To prove the point, some solutions require only a few steps to setup on
a 10$ device (Raspberry Pi Zero W) with trivial setup and provide a fully
automated pocket size handshake sniffer (pwnagotchi11) focusing on maxim-
izing the crackable WPA key material it captures. Ultimately, the Kali Linux
OS supports ARM architecture, thus enables preconfigured weaponization of
other Raspberry Pi computers.

11pwnagotchi.ai/
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Chapter 5

Evil Twin Attack

The Evil Twin attack (ETA) has been a persistent security threat for decades
in wireless local area networks (WLANs). An ETA refers to a rogue access
point impersonating a legitimate access point to lure in wireless users. This
unique Man-in-the-Middle attack vector is often deployed to eavesdrop and al-
ter network traffic of target Wi-Fi networks with both EAP and PSK variants
of WPA/2 affected.[32]

Stations are typically optimized to respond to this scenario by selecting
the access point within their chosen ESS (Extended Service Set) that has the
best signal strength and signal to noise ratio. This opens up options to make
devices roam to the attacker’s access point, providing a Man-in-the-Middle
position between the stations and a network gateway. [55]

Impersonation of LAP or client hijacking is done in multiple variants, often
driven by changes in the management frame behaviour and device protection
development. Attack vectors need to consider differences in corporate and
personal networks, restricted probing, Preferred Network List (PNL) mainten-
ance and evasion from different detection techniques. Defense against wireless
Man-in-the-Middle bad actors also greatly varies and some protections are not
fully capable of detecting advanced forms of RAPs alone.

In this chapter we describe the problem of the Evil Twin attack and tech-
nical differences among popular RAP advancements. We discuss the pillars of
ET and its capabilities in the current wireless environment. Important focus
is to put in context the attackers point of view with known effective counter-
measures to the current threat landscape and further educate on the risks and
protections of Wi-Fi communication.

5.1 Principle

In practice, this attack has multiple mandatory stages to deploy and some
optional, based on the projected goals. The subset of key components that
enhance stealth and effectiveness is heavily influenced by the wireless envir-
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onment constraints. To be more specific, such factors could be the config-
uration of nearby devices, protocol suite setup, existing defensive solutions,
network/infrastructure scale, collateral damage and the level of security train-
ing amongst victims.

A skilled attacker first scouts the surrounding Wi-Fi environment and col-
lects enough information to classify nearby networks/devices. In the images
5.1 and 5.2 we show some of the observable information using the common
household tools (airodump-ng12 and kismet13). The goal is mostly to inspect
the management frames and derive conclusions from the observed character-
istics.

Figure 5.1: Airodump-ng wireless traffic processing with channel hopping en-
abled.

Monitoring the ongoing wireless traffic to further analyze the types of
relationships between nearby communicating devices (on multiple layers) is
critical and also provides additional contextual information. For example, sig-
nal strength, device naming conventions, OUIs (Organizational Unique Iden-
tifiers), SSID geolocation, or observable BSSID patterns are often effective
indicators of associations between devices. Recently, the spotlight shifted
more towards reconstruction or prediction of Preferred Network List (PNL)
entries. In the section 5.4, we discuss additional techniques that focus on
limited probing scenarios or networks operating out of range (e.g., KARMA,
MANA, Known Beacons Attack).

Up until now, the presence of a malicious actor may not be apparent to
the defenders. This depends on how aggressive and loud the selected scouting
methods are. Completely passive monitor mode approach may take too long or
miss some frames completely. Therefore attackers often choose more aggressive

12http://aircrack-ng.org/doku.php?id=airodump-ng
13https://kismetwireless.net/
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Figure 5.2: Kismet wireless traffic processing through terminal view.

methods of DoS like deauthentication to uncover hidden networks (hidden by
not broadcasting ESSID in either its beacons or broadcast probe response),
collect handshakes and observe device behaviour under pressure at the cost of
possibly alerting the Wireless Intrusion Detection System.[77]

After sufficient reconnaissance, the attacker reevaluates next steps of the
Cyber Kill Chain framework [35] (or MITRE ATT&CK [39] for that mat-
ter), i.e. weaponization, delivery and exploitation. In the case of attacking
a specific nearby access point, the attempt is to configure and build a RAP
capable of routing traffic and luring unsuspecting users. Applied tools and
configurations depend heavily on the attacker platform and as an example we
show a Linux based environment later in the thesis (see chapter 6).

The constructed fake AP needs to meet specific configuration criteria and
retain access point functionality to appear legitimate in order to lure in vic-
tim devices. This requires a DHCP server to provide addresses, exploitation
dependent DNS handling and appropriate firewall rules to restrict routing. To
also offer internet connectivity, rogue access points either establish connection
with a different gateway to forward traffic (image 5.3), or rely on their own
supply of mobile internet connection (image 5.4).

Throughout this whole process, attackers try to match the capabilities
of a victim access point to avoid detection and successfully further exploit
insecure mechanisms/practices. Once the exploitation decisions are made,
the defenders can expect other tools and services put in place to extend the
functionality, often with a malicious captive portal (webserver), database of
provisioned devices or downgrade stages for encrypted communication.
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Figure 5.3: Evil Twin in series with another access point.

Figure 5.4: Parallel Evil Twin relies on its own internet connection supply.

5.2 Exploitability

Wireless attacks are inherently risky and in red team14 assessments where time
is limited, the aim is to maximize impact in the shortest time frame possible.

14A group of people authorized and organized to emulate a potential adversary’s attack
or exploitation capabilities against an enterprise’s security posture.[42]
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Long term eavesdropping attempts such as SSLStripping or Credential Sniffing
are time consuming and potentially less rewarding due to the widespread
adoption of HSTS and Certificate Pinning.[46] Rogue access point can offer
robust and effective platform to deliver payloads to victims. Once the attacker
has forced a device to connect, she gains the ability to act as either a captive
portal or an internet gateway. As a captive portal, it is possible to e.g. redirect
users to malicious pages that may prompt them to install implants (updates),
exploit browser features or leak personal information and restrict their internet
access until they comply. Gateway position allows to inject malicious code into
static content (i.e. modify unencrypted JavaScript files in transit, etc).[61]

Evil Twin attacks are the primary means of attacking WPA/2-EAP net-
works, and can also be effective for attacking WPA/2-PSK networks. We
decided to evaluate enterprise approaches in a separate work, however the au-
thor Gabriel Ryan (s0lst1c3) of popular toolkit for performing targeted Evil
Twin attacks against WPA2-Enterprise networks (EAPHammer15) has done
an important research [54] on the state of EAP (Extensible Authentication
Protocol).

When used for lawful demonstration purposes, attacks should be super-
vised throughout their entire execution cycle and focused on specific targets
within the approved scope. One can limit the affected devices through the use
of Management Frames Access Control Lists (MFACL) which allow to whitel-
ist/blacklist traffic specified by MAC address or SSID (see [60] for a thorough
description).

The mechanisms leveraged in persuading victim devices into connecting to
a malicious AP are introduced with the goals of providing stable connection
to users and a level of flexibility to hardware manufacturers. Devices tend to
perform some sort of passive scanning, active probing or ESS roaming, making
it vulnerable to bad actors looking to automatically establish a connection.

5.2.1 Attraction phase

To obtain the Man-in-the-Middle foothold, the attacker must make their net-
work present when the victim is looking for a wireless network to join. Dis-
covering what the client looks for or taking over relevant SSID is the general
idea. If the user is currently associated to a nearby network, the attacker
may forcibly cause the victim to restart her search for available networks (see
section 5.2.2). In some cases, it is at this point that the adversary may col-
lect information about the preferred/trusted networks or present a counterfeit
more appealing to the automatic wireless network selection.[11]

Devices look for known or trusted networks using either active or passive
scanning. Active scanning relies on the use directed probe requests to check

15https://github.com/s0lst1c3/eaphammer
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whether specific Wi-Fi network is nearby, however this technique is not as
common anymore due to its severe exploitation potential (see section 5.4).

Probe request frame contains enough information for adversaries to re-
spond with a forged response tricking the client into believing it found a
match and proceed with the connection process. Additionally, there is an
implied leak of potentially sensitive information since it is possible to use
WarDriving plaforms such as wigle16 to geolocate collected SSIDs and fill in
Open Source Intelligence (OSINT) investigation based on context. In image
5.5, we show the wigle SSID heatmap for central Europe.

Figure 5.5: SSID heatmap for central Europe on the wigle platform.

Passive scanning, on the other hand, is listening for access points an-
nouncing their presence and capabilities via beacon frames. Clients are often
configured to compare received ESSIDs with entries in their PNL and initiate
automatic connection on match. This practice could be exploited to a certain
degree by, for example, the Known Beacons attack that is described later in
the thesis.[7]

Additionally, the 802.11 protocol allows stations to roam between access
points in the same ESS. Devices are typically optimized to respond to mul-
tiple APs within the ESS by selecting the access point that provides the best
connection. Users can then move across large facilities with wide ESS reach
without the need to explicitly select the best possible access points whenever

16https://wigle.net
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the previous is out of reach. Best candidate selection usually boils down to a
combination of signal strength, throughput, and signal to noise ratio.[58]

Android, for example, recognises a wireless network by its SSID (Service
Set Identifier). If any wireless network spoofs the SSID (creates an ET) and
arrives in the vicinity of the device, android then assumes it to be the genuine
and connects to it directly.[26]

Adversaries may also chain relevant Denial-of-Service attack methods to
increase the overall effectiveness through coercion (see subsection 5.2.2). The
motivation is to paralyze the original host (possible on various OSI layers)
and establish connections with affected clients. Since stations rely on easily
fabricated configuration fields (such as the ESSID) to determine which ESS
an access point belongs to. It is possible to misuse inherent roaming behavior
and provide more appealing AP, thus enabling unsuspecting devices to prefer
the malicious access point instead. [55]

Once an unauthorized party has a fully operating rogue access point with
the identified victims connected, then comes the potential to inflict severe
damage to the client privacy and device security. Enterprise modifications
are also a significant threat with a plethora of potentially devastating con-
sequences to the Active Directory setup or the network infrastructure as a
whole. The techniques of indirect wireless pivoting, LLMNR/NBT-NS pois-
oning and traffic relays (e.g., SMB relay) present a serious attack vector [56],
however enterprise modifications are a topic of future work because of their
significant impact and more advanced techniques.

5.2.2 Denial of Service

The significance of a stable Wi-Fi connection is not only important for public
LANs or small home networks but for devices with critical functionality as well.
For example, health monitor sensors allow healthcare personnel to remotely
monitor important physiological signs of their patients in real time and assess
health conditions. Surveillance cameras along with other security solutions
may also be dependent on a specific data rate in order to remain of value.
Not to mention that drones rely heavily on wireless communication too and
their use case ranges from harmless hobbyists to a well established market
for industrial defense solutions against Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (or their
morally less appropriate counterparts).

Denial of service is also essential in Evil Twin attack as a coercion method
to paralyze the victim legitimate access point (LAP). This makes room for
the rogue access point (RAP) constructed in the foreground to take over un-
suspecting clients. Again, attackers may leverage many principles with each
having a different footprint and effect for the defender to act upon. Intuitively,
as is with most Denial of Service vectors, the target system only has a limited
amount of resources available. If the attacker can flood an AP with a large
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volume of problematic management frames, it could result into a complete
resource exhaustion, rendering the network inoperable by its users.

The very protocol design is partially at fault as the deauthentication prin-
ciple is mandatory for legitimate and security oriented purposes (refer to sec-
tion 2.3 for more technical description of the frames). Besides, the lack of
sufficient protection (e.g., protected management frames) brings in undesired
consequences. In an attempt to disconnect all AP clients, the device can spoof
and send deauthentication or disassociation packets to stations based on ob-
served data traffic. Figure 5.6 shows how the collected frames during such
attack and the corresponding time difference in the second leftmost column

Figure 5.6: Deauthentication attack frames captured in Wireshark.

Most popular tools nowadays can mount deauthentication attacks. For
example, the popular open-source aircrack-ng suite contains the aireplay-ng
binary which the authors describe as responsible for generating traffic for the
later use in aircrack-ng for cracking the WEP and WPA-PSK keys. Document-
ation of aireplay-ng states that for directed deauthentications it sends out a
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total of 128 packets for each deauth the user specifies (64 packets are sent to
the AP itself and 64 packets are sent to the client). [1] Different attacks are
available that can cause deauthentication for the purpose of capturing WPA
handshake data, fake authentications, interactive packet replay, hand-crafted
ARP request injection and ARP-request reinjection (packetforge-ng tool also
enables creation of arbitrary frames). [1]

As the protocols evolved, more deauthentication mechanisms were intro-
duced to bypass new countermeasures. Since common deauthentication pack-
ets are easily detected when monitoring network activity, some more advanced
techniques appeared in the publicly circulating codebase. For example, the fol-
lowing methods are implemented and listed in MDK417, the proof-of-concept
tool to exploit common IEEE 802.11 protocol weaknesses.

Beacon Flooding sends beacon frames to show fake APs at clients (some-
times crashes network scanners and drivers).

Authentication Denial-Of-Service sends authentication frames to all APs
found in range (too many clients can freeze or reset several APs).

SSID Probing and Bruteforcing probes APs and checks for answer, use-
ful for checking if SSID has been correctly decloaked and if AP is in
sending range (bruteforcing of hidden SSIDs with or without a wordlist
is also available).

Deauthentication and Disassociation sends deauthentication and disas-
sociation packets to stations based on data traffic to disconnect all clients
from an AP.

Michael Countermeasures Exploitation sends random packets or re-injects
duplicates on another QoS queue to provoke Michael Countermeasures
on TKIP APs (AP will shutdown for a whole minute).[21]

EAPOL Start and Logoff Packet Injection floods an AP with EAPOL
Start frames to keep it busy with fake sessions and thus disables it to
handle any legitimate clients (or logs off clients by injecting fake EAPOL
Logoff messages).

Attacks for IEEE 802.11s mesh networks on link management and rout-
ing (flood neighbors and routes, create black holes and divert traffic).

WIDS Confusion to confuse/abuse Intrusion Detection and Prevention Sys-
tems by cross-connecting clients to multiple WDS nodes or fake rogue
APs.

Packet Fuzzer with multiple packet sources and modifiers.

17https://github.com/aircrack-ng/mdk4
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The tool is based on the aircrack-ng osdep library and greatly expands
the available Denial-of-Service options. Some of the functions are deployed
along with aireplay-ng as part of the popular multi-use Wi-Fi testing script
airgeddon18.

Additionally, it is possible to selectively jam 802.11 wireless networks on
the physical layer using, for example, a Software Defined Radio (SDR) such
as HackRF one by The Great Scott Gadgets. Substantial research [64] on Wi-
Fi jamming via SDR demonstrates three different scenarios that differ in the
occupied bandwidth (between 10 MHz and 20 MHz) and the channel power
of the applied signal (20 MHz or 40 MHz).

Radio jamming represents the action of deliberate electromagnetic emis-
sion for blocking or interference over an authorized radio communication.
Physical layer for wireless Denial-of-Service is an important part of the OSI
model. In situations when data rate is extremely important, the type of jam-
ming presented here could create connectivity problems and seriously affect
the user perceived quality of service (even when the jammer is placed at a con-
siderable distance from the targeted device).[64] This way, an attacker leaves
an unusual digital footprint which may pose an unique evasion advancement.

5.2.3 Captive Portal

A captive portal is meant to hold newly connected users captive before they
are granted network access based on their compliance with the administrators
policies and requirements. The motivation behind captive portals is driven
by various factors and ultimately represents a platform for multi-level privacy
compromise. Associated authentication practices provide a point of entry for
malicious actors looking to gain access to a guest user’s device and possibly
move laterally to the larger corporate network.

Deployment of this functionality is often done on specially managed or
public hotspots. Typically, to prompt for access credentials, customer inform-
ation or acceptance of internal policy/ToS (Terms of Service). After doing so,
the client is redirected to a landing page as configured by the administrator.

A wide variety of captive portals occurs in the wild, mainly due to the
unique and specific requirements different hotspot providers have. Develop-
ment complexity (and cost) depends on the robustness of employed feature
set (e.g., social media integration, advanced fingerprinting, PII identification,
customer identity) and additional third party involvement for further data
processing/analytics.

Captive portals can also take on a more offensive role in the access point
setup since they implement a web page with the potential to authenticate
and account the activities of the user in a network. Many web based attacks
can be launched through the portal. The current history of malicious intent

18https://github.com/v1s1t0r1sh3r3/airgeddon
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contains captive portal cloning (phishing) with subsequent credential/identity
theft, browser history reconstruction attacks [62], android syscall triggers [26],
occasional sandbox escapes (CVE-2021-2126119) or the browser exploitation
– BeEF20.

Device-to-Device (D2D) attack is in this context defined as an exploit
where one device launches a malicious activity on another through the wireless
communication channel.[40] This attack was showcased in [26] as a part of
protection proposal with the purpose of infecting an Android device before
the relay of network traffic through it occurs (may bypass some WIDS). The
following image 5.7 was taken from [76] and shows a copy of a legitimate
captive portal design used to deploy a malicious script injection.

Their Evil Twin attack was configured to launch a malicious component of
an already installed app in the device on submission of the portal page. The
malicious component may be a service which opens a port or sends an SMS
to premium number or exfiltrates sensitive information to malicious server.
Connection is terminated immediately after execution takes place.[26]

Browsers rely on many layers of caching to speed up web applications; by
caching a resource like an HTML document or a video, browsers avoid the
overhead of re-fetching that resource the second time a user visits a page.
Dabrowski et al. (2016) [10] successfully launched a browser history stealing
attack through captive portal with a new variant later presented by [62] in
2018. This branch of attacks relies on embedding cross-origin requests for
common URLs and monitoring indicators that would suggest this page has
been visited (e.g., measuring when re-paint events happen for links that have
already been visited).[62]

From the criminal side of things, in 2019 the threat researchers at IBM
X-Force IRIS reported a Wi-Fi criminal activity aimed at commercial-grade
layer 7 (L7) routers that are widely deployed.[29] Attacks leak E-commerce
data through ads and JavaScript injections, making it hard for victims to point
out the initial point of compromise (especially, if they visit such networks
regularly).

However, it is important to keep in mind that privacy concerns are emer-
ging about malicious practices not only from criminal actors but from hotspot
providers themselves. A study on privacy risks of public Wi-Fi Captive portals
conducted by Suzan Ali et al.[3] reveals the collection of a significant amount
of privacy-sensitive personal data through the use of social login (e.g., Face-
book and Google) and registration forms, and many instances of tracking
activities, sometimes even before the user accepts the hotspot’s privacy and
terms of service policies. Most hotspots use persistent third-party tracking
cookies within their captive portal site; these cookies can be used to follow
the user’s browsing behavior long after the user leaves the hotspots, e.g., up

19https://nvd.nist.gov/vuln/detail/CVE-2021-21261
20https://beefproject.com/
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Figure 5.7: A common captive portal phishing with injected data draining
script.

to 20 years.[3]

Authors conducted measurements in Montreal Canada, mostly in cafes,
restaurants, shopping malls, retail businesses, banks, and transportation com-
panies (bus, train and airport), some of which are local to the city, but many
are national and international brands. 40 hotspots (59.7%) used third-party
captive portals that appear to have many other business customers across
Canada and elsewhere. Thus the results might be applicable to a larger geo-
graphical scope.

Except for a few exceptions, all examined hotspots employ varying levels
of user tracking technologies on their captive portals and landing pages. On
average, the research shows 7.4 third party tracking domains per captive portal
(max: 34 domains, including 10 known trackers).
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It further proves that social login providers may share several privacy-
sensitive PII items. The US Department of Homeland Security defines per-
sonally identifiable information or PII as any information that permits the
identity of an individual to be directly or indirectly inferred, including any
information that is linked or linkable to that individual.[68]

Authors showcase LinkedIn (a business-oriented social network) to share
the user’s full name, email address, profile picture, full employment history,
and the current location. Most hotspots also share PII and browser/device in-
formation with third-parties via the referrer header, the request-URL, HTTP
cookie or WebStorage. As for device fingerprinting, 35.8% hotspots perform
some form of fingerprinting on captive portals and 76.1% on landing pages.

Such practices are a serious privacy threat to users, especially when the
general client awareness of possibly bulky ToS is taken into consideration.
But even those who carefully inspect the terms of service may be completely
unaware of the real data manipulation. Although McDonald’s tracks users
in their captive portal (9 known trackers, 28 fingerprinting attributes), the
captive portal lacks a privacy policy stating their use of web tracking.[3]

5.2.4 Eavesdropping

Among other things, the Man-in-the-Middle position allows adversaries to
eavesdrop and alter traffic routed through the compromised node. If done
right, this could lead to malicious actions like the use of online services on
behalf of affected victims or serving malformed content. Criminal intentions
often focus on downgrading the traffic encryption or certificate forgery to leak
sensitive information such as credentials, personal/payment information or
visited domains.

With the wide adoption of TLS certificates and HSTS (HTTP Strict Trans-
port Security) the attackers need to go an extra mile to circumvent the HTTPS
protection.

Common approach is to proxy and modify the processed HTTP(S) com-
munication (additionally DNS if HSTS is present). Tools capable of most
of these eavesdropping techniques have their source code and documentation
publicly available online in most cases. Hence their availability is not strictly
restricted to well funded organizations (see section 6.1).

5.2.4.1 SSLStrip

If a website accepts a connection through HTTP and redirects to HTTPS,
visitors may be susceptible to one of the well known encryption downgrade
techniques called the SSLStripping21 made popular by Moxie Marlinspike who
later became the creator of the private messenger Signal.

21github.com/moxie0/sslstrip
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When the victim makes a request to access a secure resource, such as a
login page, the attacker receives the request and forwards it to the server. The
server establishes an encrypted tunnel with the attacker due to falsified origin.
Afterwards, the victim is forwarded a modified server’s response, converted
from HTTPS to HTTP with the original server destination listed as the re-
sponder. As a result, all subsequent requests from the victim and the server
will occur over an unencrypted HTTP connection through the attacker. They
can be viewed or modified before forwarding to the server since the traffic is
sent in plaintext.[56]

HSTS is an enhancement of the HTTPS protocol that was designed to
mitigate the weaknesses exploited by tools such as SSLStrip. When a HTTP
client requests a resource from a HSTS enabled web server, the server adds
the following header to the response:

Strict-Transport-Security: max-age=31536000

The HSTS header informs the browser that it should never load a site using
HTTP and automatically convert all attempts to access the site using HTTP
to HTTPS requests instead.[56] [36]

Developers also use preload lists to preload domains into browsers as HSTS
eligible. Most major browsers (Chrome, Firefox, Opera, Safari, IE 11 and
Edge) have HSTS preload lists based on the Chrome list. Domain scanner
used to evaluate proposed requirements (hstspreload22.org) has its source code
publicly hosted on GitHub under The Chromium Project If a site sends the
preload directive in an HSTS header, it is considered to be requesting inclusion
in the preload list and may be submitted via the form on this site.[47]

The following technique advancement caught traction after a talk at Black-
Hat Asia 2014 by Leonardo Nve (Exploiting changes on DNS server configuration).[44]
His contribution was to also proxy and modify DNS traffic in order to partially
bypass the HSTS. When a victim navigates to www.evilcorp.com, for example,
the attacker redirects the user to wwwww.evilcorp.com over HTTP.[56] Accom-
plishing this can be as simple as responding with a 302 redirect that includes
the location header. However, this assumes certificate pinning is not used and
that the user does not notice a communication with different subdomain.[56]
We successfully performed credential theft in a controlled environment using
this newer technique and the output log can be seen in figure 6.4.

Certificate pinning restricts which certificates are considered valid for a
particular website, by “pinning” the certificate authority (CA) issuer(s), pub-
lic keys or even end-entity certificates of their choice. Clients connecting
to that server will treat all other certificates as invalid and refuse to make
an HTTPS connection. [51] Despite the security enhancement when correctly
implemented, certificate pinning may also represent a security threat in case of

22https://github.com/chromium/hstspreload
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device configuration compromise that allows to setup an unauthorized HPKP
(HTTP Public Key Pinning) policy.

5.2.4.2 SSL/TLS certificate forgery

SSL/TLS certificates are X.509 digital files issued by an independent third
party and later installed on a web server. X.509 is a standard format for public
key certificates, digital documents that securely associate cryptographic key
pairs with identities such as websites, individuals, or organizations. [53]

Server usually responds to clients with a certificate where values like do-
main name (DN), public key, or signature are provided. Before the key is used,
the clients perform validation of e.g. the certificate CA trust, expiration or
domain name. To attack certificates, popular and still continuously developed
tools such as SSLsplit (23) and mitmproxy (24) represent well documented
certificate interception tools.

For SSL HTTPS connections, SSLsplit generates and signs forged X509v3
certificates on the fly, mimicking the original server certificate’s subject DN,
subjectAltName extension and other characteristics. SSLsplit has the ability
to use existing certificates of which the private key is available, instead of
generating forged ones. There is an existing support for NULL-prefix CN cer-
tificates but otherwise the authors do not implement exploits against specific
certificate verification vulnerabilities in SSL/TLS stacks.[50]

SSLsplit also implements a number of defences against mechanisms which
would normally prevent MitM attacks or make them more difficult. E.g., deny
OCSP (Online Certificate Status Protocol) requests in a generic way, mangle
headers to prevent server-instructed public key pinning (HPKP), avoid HSTS,
avoid Certificate Transparency enforcement (Expect-CT) and prevent switch-
ing to QUIC/SPDY, HTTP/2 or WebSockets (Upgrade, Alternate Protocols).[50]

A full CA implementation that also generates interception certificates on
the fly is included in mitmproxy. To generate trust, mitmproxy is registered
as a trusted CA with the device manually. After the 4-way handshake, it
inspects the certificates used. First the Server Name Indication (SNI) indicates
the connected hostname, and then the Common Name (CN) with Alternative
Name (SAN) in the upstream certificates are used to generate the dummy
certificate for the client.[38]

For the attack to be successful, the victim client has to accept the provided
forged certificate. Improper certificate validation by the client side or irre-
sponsible adding of untrusted certificates as exceptions are bad practices with
dire consequences. To make things worse, there are signs indicating that a
significant number of Let’s encrypt certificates (issued by the non-profit cer-
tificate authority Let’s Encrypt25) are being issued for phishing purposes.

23roe.ch/SSLsplit
24mitmproxy.org
25https://letsencrypt.org/
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According to [33], “encrypting everything” includes the bad sites and the
widespread use of HTTPS on malicious sites has been on the rise. Authors
took 15,270 certificates issued to the keyword “PayPal” and estimate that
96.7% of those are used for phishing purposes. The article highlights then
the opinion that for many years, the security industry as a whole has incor-
rectly taught users to associate HTTPS and the green padlock with a “safe”
site. This proposed generalization may have an impact on users not correctly
recognizing such phishing attempts.[33]

5.3 Protection

The fact that this attack is still here 20 years later after its initial attempts
only proves that the idea of an Evil Twin or Rogue Access Point requires its
own protection defense branch, strategy and solutions.

As previously mentioned, defense mechanisms against wireless Man-in-the-
Middle bad actors vary in detection approaches. Currently known Evil Twin
attack detection schemes often look for specific connection characteristics, net-
work behaviour and traffic monitoring in order to determine gateway validity.
These are observed through client devices or additional hardware implants
made specifically to monitor wireless communication channels. To provide
a controlled reference point, some solutions utilize online hosted services to
uncover malicious network behaviour.[32]

The evaluated Indicators of Compromise (IoCs) are often a subset of du-
plicate SSIDs [20], deauthentication frames, time metrics or path anomalies
for packet forwarding detection (e.g., traceroute, Round Trip Time (RTT),
number of hops) [19]. Some solutions also fingerprint devices (beacon frames
[26], RSSI [65]), maintain device whitelists or modify protocol features.[26]

Detections are generally separated into categories mostly depending on
the chosen approach. Common defense identification is whether the mechan-
ism leverages an administrator or client position with either pre-association
or post-association measures. On the network administrator side of ETA de-
tection, the administrator will be responsible for detecting and/or assisting
network clients to detect ETA. Since the network administrator may have all
information about the Wi-Fi network, she can have a list of fingerprints of all
devices constructing Wi-Fi network.[41] In practice we can also observe hybrid
approaches that are designed to also utilize the unique features of client side
monitoring.

Most detections take place either after or during the association process.[26]
To anticipate and prevent Evil Twin attacks from happening is complicated
and slow reactions open a window for the attacker (e.g, D2D attacks). The es-
tablished RAP needs to be preemptively identified with high confidence (false
positives are expensive) and blocked from association attempts with affected
devices in the future.
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Solutions such as ETGuard [26] claim to provide pre-association detection
mechanism with beacon frame fingerprinting and subsequent deauthentication
flood to cripple the RAP. It is important to note, that we do not enforce any
of these solutions, since their testing is out of the thesis scope, but we chose
to build on their educational value instead.

The ETGuard authors proclaimed that existing ET detection solutions on
APs were incapable of preventing this attack due to two reasons. Either be-
cause they analyze an ET after the relay of user traffic through it or they can
detect this attack only for hardware ETs. They chose to improve the situ-
ation by presenting an online, fingerprinting based pre-association detection
mechanism which works as a client-server mechanism in real-time. The server
accommodates beacon frame fingerprints of legitimate APs and passively scans
the surroundings across all available channels. Scan results are compared to
the stored fingerprints and once ET is detected, deauthentication frames are
continuously transmitted to prevent clients from connecting to an ET.[26]

Similarly, in [41] the proposed ETA detection system creates two Virtual
Wireless Clients where the first monitors multiple Wi-Fi channels in a random
order looking for a specific data packets sent by a server on the internet. In
parallel, the second warns the clients when network switches gateway from
one AP to another in the middle of a secure connection.[41]

The following table 5.1 lists which fields are considered during the ET-
Guard identification process.[26]

Identification fields

Static BSSID, Beacon Interval, Capability Informa-
tion, SSID

Dynamic timestamp, sequence number, TIM (Traffic In-
dication Map), DTIM (Delivery Traffic Indica-
tion Message)

Default Country, Supported Rates, Extended Support
Rates, Vendor-Specific

Table 5.1: Beacon frame fingerprinting fields

Only those fields whose values remain constant across all the beacon frames
transmitted by an AP are considered for fingerprinting. The dynamically
changing fields represent the network parameters and load of an AP. Whereas
the default configuration fields are similar in APs belonging to same OEM.[26]

Becon frame fingerprinting may not always be sufficient, hence the authors
also enforce signal strength indicator fingerprinting to detect, for example,
ETs belonging to same OEM (Original Equipment Manufacturer) as a result
of SSID and BSSID forging (radiotap header includes information about the
AP signal strength). The signal strength of two APs can never be the same
and cannot be forged. Two APs located at two different places will always
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transmit different signal strengths. However, RSSI may oscillate due to hazy
effects of radio signals.[26] Received Signal Strength Indicators are also utilized
in [65] as an access point fingerprint.

Latest research suggests that the limitations of admin-side detection meth-
ods are mainly twofold, i.e., requiring dedicated equipment and lacking real-
time protection.[32] The equipment has to be capable of specific operations
to properly evaluate its surroundings and protect clients. Absence of real-
time protection is typical in cases where automated evaluation and fingerprint
collection are lacking and manual operation prevails.

On the other hand, client-side detection solutions may be solely targeted
at individual Evil Twin models which makes it insufficient as a standalone
high detection rate system. Most of the existing client-side solutions simply
focus on the series model and that significantly decreases the overall detection
rate.[32] The parallel approach has expanded with the availability of 4G or
5G networks to attackers, thus defenders can never rely on Evil Twin to be
strictly in series.

In some publications, protocol modifications and timing/route measure-
ments are considered another classification. Timing was also used to help dis-
tinguish wireless connection from a wired network.[41] Inherent transmission
delay difference proposed by [30] between 4G mobile APs (10-20ms) and wired
APs (less than 1ms) provides context to the measured RTT values between
AP and the subsequent node in the search for an ongoing parallel ETA. Need-
less to say, this method may lead to false negatives and loss of relevance due
to the shortened delay difference in 5G mobile communications.

However, most detections operate under the assumption that the trans-
mission characteristics brought by evil hop are different from the legitimate
networks.[32] Generally, time metrics may be influenced by pre-fetching, net-
work topology, traffic volume, or network types. Evil Twin features such as
packet forwarding cannot distinguish malicious rogue APs because they be-
have just like a legitimate AP.[19] Network fluctuation and route selection are
also a potential interference along with advanced attackers tuning the parallel
Evil Twin configuration.[32]

Gateway recognition is an important aspect of detecting unauthorized
gateway switch. One could compare data traffic at different locations of the
Wi-Fi network with a known authorized list, and check what type of network
is the source coming from. As for routing, detection of a malicious rogue
AP based on different reverse traceroute information (collected by a remote
server) is shown in [19]. Comparing route paths to the same server via mul-
tiple target APs may reveal different gateways. Although, some route packets
may be dropped on the firewall due to inherent security policies.

Recently, a client-side solution (2020) [32] called BiRe claims to have 100%
detection rate in multi-model ETA scenarios. BiRe acknowledges many of the
protection effectivity issues and comes up with exploiting TCP handshakes
and NAT gateway behavior. The novel bi-directional SYN reflection is pro-
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posed to determine the existence of an ETA and differentiate among various
attack models. Bi-directional SYN reflection refers to asynchronously emit-
ting a specific SYN packet in both forward and reverse directions, so it is
fully capable of working in current half-duplex networks. A pair of wireless
adapters is employed to cooperatively initiate and monitor TCP handshake
processes to see whether an Evil Twin prevents any communication. Intrusion
can be detected when the expected TCP SYN-ACK packets are absent in the
monitored TCP handshake processes.[32] The following image 5.8 presents a
graphical representation of BiRe detection algorithm.

Figure 5.8: Bi-directional SYN reflection detection algorithm.[32]

Additionally, the hardware information is also useful to defenders. Most
modern networking hardware uses 802.11ac (Wi-Fi 5), altough it’s not un-
common to see 802.11n (Wi-Fi 4) deployed in production as well. However,
the vast majority of wireless pentesting hardware is limited to 802.11n and
earlier, e.g. 802.11g or 802.11a. The Best practice is to look out for new ESS
operating in the 802.11g/a or with a default BSSID of either 00:11:22:33:44:00
or 00:11:22:33:44:55.[61] Fixed BSSIDs in similar fashion are common for most
publicly available RAP tools including the Wi-Fi Pineapple or EAPHammer
(whose author implements it by choice to help detect its usage).

Finally, Rogue AP attacks are often executed using external hardware
made by manufacturers such as Alfa Networks, TP-Link, and Panda Wireless.[61]
In our research we also ended up using some of the Alfa Networks or Panda
Networks equipment due to its compatibility and availability (See section 6.3).
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As such, it’s typically a good idea to monitor for devices that have OUIs that
from these types of manufacturers.

5.4 Advancements

Previously we have discussed problems of automatic network selection in
devices scanning for known or trusted networks. Over the time, multiple
exploitation approaches and mitigations arose, mostly around the PNL. Each
time a station connects to a wireless network, the network’s ESSID is stored
in the station’s PNL. It represents an ordered list of every network that the
station has connected to in the past with network-specific configuration for
each entry attached.[58]

Not protecting the PNL entries sufficiently is a serious personal privacy
risk. Apart from exposing configuration details for Evil Twin to act upon,
the wiggle community WarDriving platform can provide geolocation for each
SSID and show a map of networks visited. This could potentially lead to per-
sonal whereabouts and sensitive information being revealed via Open Source
Intelligence (OSINT) investigation. One should consider active evaluation of
PNL contents to delete unnecessary or vulnerable entries.

5.4.1 KARMA Attack

This Evil Twin attack variant has also been relevant for over a decade. It
allows to target specific client devices regardless of target SSID visibility or
range. KARMA takes advantage of clients that send direct probe requests to
determine which wireless networks are nearby and what are their capabilities.
RAP is faked through forged response to pose as a known AP listed in the
broadcasted PNL of the victim device. The overall execution is more subtle
since the attacker solely responds to the probes she finds appropriate and no
SSID broadcast is necessary. [14] However, KARMA attacks are no longer as
effective due to modern devices restricting directed probe requests for networks
on their PNL. [77]

5.4.2 MANA Attack

KARMA was an improvement on the simple Evil Twin attack and fortu-
nately, the handling of probe requests has changed for the better in mod-
ern devices. Currently, it is common for devices to expect a response on a
broadcast probe first in order to prove validity of subsequent directed probe
responses, or neglect the use of active probing altogether and rely on passive
scanning.[79] Broadcast probe requests work almost exactly the same way as
directed probes, but are sent with the SSID field set to NULL. Mana aims to
preemptively respond to such broadcasts by reconstructing PNL of reachable
devices and spoofing probe responses.
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The rogue access point uses a series of hash tables to keep track of sur-
rounding requests. Each probing device has its MAC address paired with the
ESSIDs it has probed for. When the RAP receives a probe request, it first
determines whether it’s a broadcast or directed probe. If it’s directed probe,
the ESSID is saved under client MAC address and the AP responds back
with a directed probe response. In the case of a broadcast probe, the access
point responds with probe responses for each of the networks in that device’s
PNL.[59]

The default behaviour is to build up a view of each individual PNL and
only respond to broadcasts with networks matched to that device. However,
if stealth is of no concern, then the loud MANA variant increases the overall
reach by building a unified global PNL. Attacker responds to broadcasts with
every network every device has probed for to get a connection. This approach
is based on the idea that client devices within close physical proximity to one
another are likely to have at least some common entries in their PNLs.[77]
Such attacks also allow to target a relatively secure device as a consequence
of shared PNL entries with nearby vulnerable stations.

Attackers also need to make sure that devices with randomized MAC ad-
dresses are taken into consideration in PNL hashtables and MFACL. Tools
often provide a way to specify fixed sections of the observed address (OUI or
locally administered characteristics) and the randomized bits. The loud mode
is less prone to proportionality issues where the effect of randomisation is not
that significant due to the unified global PNL.[78]

5.4.3 Known Beacons Attack

Nowadays, most modern network managers have taken countermeasures against
the KARMA and MANA attack by switching to passive scanning instead of
arbitrarily sending probe requests. Network managers now wait to receive a
beacon frame with a familiar ESSID before associating with a wireless net-
work.

However, George Chatzisofroniou (Census labs, 2018) came with an ap-
proach of attempting to predict which open networks a device may be looking
for by constructing a large list of known open Wi-Fi networks. For example,
common instances are “iPhone” and public hotspots found in hotels, restaur-
ants, coffee shops or transportation. In a more sophisticated version of the
attack, the adversary may use a “dictionary” of common ESSIDs that the
victim has likely connected to in the past. The adversary then transmits
probe-response frames for all the networks in its lists.[7]

Additionally, in an attempt to reduce the amount of high noise Known
Beacons attack is responsible for, the tool EAPHammer implements a burst
variation that can be used to transmit a burst of forged beacon packets over
a short period of time (ideally paired with MFACL). To protect themselves
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from this attack, users are strongly advised to make sure no ESSIDs of open
networks are listed in their network manager’s Preferred Network List.[59]
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Chapter 6

Evil TwinBerries

In the previous chapters, we examined the underlying technical groundwork
necessary to understand the Wi-Fi technology and the problems of the com-
mon attack surface. Additionally, we discussed the development of security
countermeasures and overall best practices for Wi-Fi network configuration.
This chapter is dedicated to the practical results of our offensive research
and represents the physical manifestation of some of the described techniques,
especially with focus on the Evil Twin attack and traffic decryption.

6.1 What is it

Ultimately, we decided to pursue a project that would best demonstrate the
importance of a secured wireless perimeter. Target audience are not only cy-
bersecurity professionals but technical students and the general public as well.
With the growth rate of wireless communications it is necessary to educate
everyone on concurrent privacy threats associated with Wi-Fi networks to help
clients protect themselves.

Evil TwinBerries is an adjustable purple team1 device actively used for
the development and research of Wi-Fi security. The overall focus of the
project prototype is to utilize commonly available hardware while preserving
portability. In figure 6.1 we present the appearance of our prototype. OS
environment is configured appropriately with selected wireless auditing tools
to cover the up to date penetration testing toolkit.

Among other things, we built a portable rogue access point solution cap-
able of a parallel handshake collection and a fully automated Evil Twin kill
chain. To showcase the accessibility of such devices, we chose a publicly known
attack surface and the common Raspberry Pi family (ARM architecture).

1Purple Team is referred to as an alignment of both blue team (defense oriented devel-
opment, protection maintenance, threat detection) and the red team (penetration testing,
vulnerability detection and reporting) classification of security operations.
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Figure 6.1: The Evil TwinBerries functional prototype.

The software approach is modular, realised through an automation pipeline
where the modules are provisioned. Each module is a batch of Bash or Python
scripts responsible for separate segments of the Evil Twin behaviour. It is pos-
sible to broaden the demonstration scope with any relevant Bash or Python
code since their transformation into corresponding plug-in modules is suppor-
ted. The project layout and process management allows to maintain stability
in more dynamic scenarios. Modules are systematically loaded on startup and
subsequently available for scheduling as part of the Evil TwinBerries execution
cycle.

Other modules like the KR00K exploitation, ARP injection and a simplistic
DNS amplification had their proof of concept deployed in a controlled aca-
demic research environment with reviewed process documentation (see section
6.4).

The design direction for Evil TwinBerries environment is to allow legal,
highly customisable, up to date wireless bad actor demonstrations with proper
logging and continuous integration support. Both commercial and academic
parties are involved in this process to provide industry deployment with an
established university foundation.

Community driven open source efforts provided a significant starting point
for this research and they collectively form an amazing resource pool to rep-
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resent the common Wi-Fi penetration testing framework. Practical write-ups,
publications, software and hardware are available for everyone to take advant-
age of. Nowadays, building a versatile toolkit is not only possible but openly
enabled by online resources often labeled for educational purposes. The re-
curring attack vectors require well educated attention, thus it makes sense to
research these tools for the real educational value (see table 6.1).

6.2 Why does it exist

The device is made to demonstrate bad actor influence over a wireless network
(not always on the network) for lawful protection development and organized
educational purposes. We hope to inspire a security enhancing initiative by
providing a detailed technical description of known exploitations with appro-
priate countermeasures. For this reason, we chose hardware from common
manufacturers in an attempt to showcase the influence of rapid IoT growth
on the seriousness and possibilities of wireless intrusion.

The protocol deployment and security of Wi-Fi networks has changed sig-
nificantly over the last ten years (see figure 6.2 generated from wigle data). For
example, the adoption of WPA3 is on its way although according to wiggle,
the current majority of Wi-Fi networks are secured with WPA2. Encryption
layout went from 30% WEP, 10% WPA, and 20% WPA2 at the end of 2011
to 5% WEP, 5% WPA and 69% WPA2 with WPA3 currently mapping 1020
(0.00%) instances (out of 725,661,586 networks).

Because the vulnerability surface for WPA2 is already well established it
allows blue teams26 to better prepare for possible intrusions by studying com-
mon exploitation vectors and securing the wireless perimeter accordingly (see
section 4.2). To ease this process, we attempt to present the logic, availab-
ility and prevention, along with the malicious potential of known attacks to
provide a technical background for defenders. At the same time, effective edu-
cation of public on the security risks associated with Wi-Fi wireless networks
is essential.

By the time of this writing, the severity of pandemic restrictions is forcing
large portions of the world population to heavily utilize home based connec-
tions for sensitive activities or work. It is not guaranteed for a popular retail
wireless router to provide sufficient protection against recurring attack models
(sometimes even after the latest update), thus leaving the customer potentially
vulnerable. Without the necessary knowledge, customers can hardly prevent
or recognize visible signs of malicious intent as a direct result of Wi-Fi network
compromise.

Preserving personal privacy is critical in the modern world and the wireless
flow of data is no exception. For this reason, we are working with the antivirus

26The group responsible for defending an enterprise’s use of information systems by main-
taining its security posture [42]
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Figure 6.2: Wi-Fi encryption over time.

giant Avast software to fully utilize the device potential and help protect global
communications.

It is important to monitor evolving trends in wireless security and under-
stand the underlying technical aspect. By maintaining a relevant penetration
testing toolkit we are able to evaluate the effectiveness of ongoing network
fortification efforts. For large scale operations, the WarDriving principles and
techniques are an industry proven foundation. However, support for the wire-
less AP operations en masse is limited by multiple legal constraints imposed
by the Czech government. Needless to say, our project provides logging and
functional design necessary for scaling out for broader statistical analysis.

6.3 How does it work

We developed our own configurable pipeline around the Evil Twin kill chain
and set up a contemporary wireless auditing toolkit with respect to industry
standards. ETA is ideal for demonstration purposes as it represents an unusual
Man-in-the-Middle threat with multiple stages and variations. Corresponding
protection approaches are also diverse in nature and complexity, hence the ET
requires openness towards modifications.

Some automated methods are already present in the popular auditing tools
and do not require the operator to know the fundamental principles or config-
uration details to construct a malicious RAP. This approach is not acceptable
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in our situation as it limits research flexibility and could later cause undesired
patterns identifiable as Indicators of Compromise (IoC) for the Wireless In-
trusion Detection Systems (WIDS) or victims to act upon.

However, the wide range of techniques along with ease of access makes
these tools worth exploring and definitely part of our penetration testing
toolkit. We summarize most of our used tools in the table 6.1 at the end
of this section. The proposed ET pipeline hopes to analyze and control other-
wise implied behavior of an uneducated toolkit usage to truly test the audited
defenses in the foreseeable future.

6.3.1 Rogue Access Point

In the following sections we describe the services used to construct a Rogue
Access Point prototype with its own captive portal.

We built primarily on the Debian based operating system (Linux), more
specifically on a customized Raspberry Pi OS image. Kali Linux was the
backup operating system due to initial driver related crashes and the unne-
cessary resource load. Tools described in this chapter are listed in table 6.1.
Due to the sensitive nature of this thesis, we decided to provide trimmed code
examples and configuration files as attachments. The system environment is
configured to allow for Evil Twin execution and other wireless attacks using
external WNIC by Alfa Networks (AWUS036NHA27). Therefore, the loaded
drivers are made for the Atheros AR9271 chipset.

First we verify WNIC connectivity using tools like iw (image 6.3). Once we
made sure the external WNIC is connected, we create an additional wireless
interface with the monitor mode enabled. Optionally, the launch of necessary
services for LTE connectivity and GNSS system synchronization may take
place.

Figure 6.3: CLI configuration utility for wireless devices.

Target identification is performed through the tools for classification of
surrounding wireless traffic as seen in 5.1. Once the target is identified and

27https://alfa.com.tw/products/awus036nha?variant=36473966166088
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collateral damage contained (possibly by using MFACL), we scrape the victim
access point characteristics and subsequently spoof identification directives in
the ET configuration files. The goal is to appear indistinguishable from the
victim AP to deceive automatic network selections nearby.

The constructed rogue access point needs to be capable of routing com-
munication and control critical services such as the DHCP (Dynamic Host
Configuration Protocol) provisioning or DNS (Domain Name System) hand-
ler.

Hostapd is the chosen user space daemon for access point and authentic-
ation servers. According to the documentation28, it implements IEEE 802.11
access point management, IEEE 802.1X/WPA/WPA2/EAP Authenticators,
RADIUS client, EAP server, and RADIUS authentication server.

The DHCP functionality toolkit is the dhcpd package (Internet Systems
Consortium DHCP Server) Its configuration declares an authoritative server,
lease times, IP ranges and other routing information (e.g., subnets, broadcast,
routers, domain name servers). Finally, the path to dhcpd leases file is spe-
cified and represents a persistent database of leases that the server assigned.
A common alternative to dhcpd is the dnsmasq as the easier-to-use option
which also provides a DNS server. For the DNS sinkhole, we are using the
dnsspoof29 binary to forge replies to arbitrary DNS address or pointer queries
on the LAN.

If coercion is necessary, Denial-of-Service attacks are executed against the
target. The effectiveness of each method depends on the target environment.
Initially we utilized the aireplay-ng for periodic deauthentication or mdk4 to
adapt in complicated scenarios but the options are vast.

The captive portal, on the other hand, has no strict outline and the final
product is open to interpretation. Phishing-based attacks have their function-
ality and graphical design influenced by online collections of popular commer-
cial standards. Other specialized portals focus more on the underlying impact
of operations embedded into them (see section 5.2.3).

However, it is necessary to establish additional firewall rules (iptables) and
a webserver (lighttpd) to provide the initial platform and restrict the users
from the network while provisioning captive portal with a landing page. Our
actual captive portal website was designed in cooperation with Avast Software
and its implementation remains confidential. Other generic tools may provide
simplistic login form in an attempt to match the intercepted passwords against
previously captured victim handshakes.

In other exploitation attempts we also redirected traffic to SSLStrip with
DNS proxy enabled by using SSLstrip2 and dns2proxy. Image 6.4 shows a
sample log entry with stolen login credentials from the popular website Reddit.

28https://w1.fi/hostapd/
29https://linux.die.net/man/8/dnsspoof
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Figure 6.4: Stolen credentials using the SSLStrip2 method.

6.3.2 Pipeline

To allow for efficient testing, we constructed a fully automated self-reconfiguring
ET pipeline to subsequently deploy the scheduled stages. Rogue Access Point
configuration is based on the parsed target characteristics and the goal is to
pose as the original device by spoofing its key identification directives. This
entire process is initiated by submitting the victim information (SSID) to any
of the listening kill chain service invokers (BlueTooth server daemon mostly).

Additionally, we employ a dynamic plug-in module inclusion mechanism
(allows more stages), documented logging policy and system/networking en-
vironment check. Logging supports different severity levels and is structured
through stages into multiple files. All spawned processes get checked for pos-
sible runtime issues and eventually indexed through a PID based stack struc-
ture. Exit handlers return well documented codes with attached messages and
ultimately ensure the final graceful termination cleanup.

The language of choice for automation and orchestration is Bash (Google
Shell Style Guide compliant). Python helps make more complex functional-
ity practical and fill in for Bash limitations. Intercommunication of targets
between pwnagotchi and the demonstration invoker is possible using our cus-
tom pwnagotchi bluetooth communication module (server&client).

The handshake collection and analysis is an extended scenario realized by a
combination of bettercap (pwnagotchi) and a GPU accelerated hashcat cloud
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instance. The Selection of the VM platform provider depends on its billing
plan value, control and availability of a GPU intensive resource pool. For
example, Amazon EC2 P3 instances30 or Azure Machine Learning NC-series
instances31.

6.3.3 Casing

As previously stated, the overall focus with the initial prototype is to util-
ize commonly available hardware to provide a digestable presentation of the
project. All while preserving the core project values, the selected waterproof
briefcase is a tribute to the great but no longer maintained Warberry Pi pro-
ject32. Our public relations friendly prototype consists of the following items:

Wireless Toolbox: Raspberry Pi 3

WNIC: Alfa AWUS036NHA (atheros chipset and monitor mode)

Handshake collection: Raspberry Pi Zero WH (pwnagotchi build)

Power management: ATX style PCB by Pi Supply (soldering required)

LCD Touchscreen: Waveshare 13,3” HDMI IPS

Physical impact protection: Layered foam template

Photographs 6.5 and 6.6 provide inside look at the hardware layout and a
size comparison.

6.4 Testing

Previously in section 6.3, we described the technical details of our prototype.
Due to the sensitive legal nature of this thesis, the testing process requires a
specific and controlled lab environment. Therefore, we have deployed a separ-
ate wireless network on the least used nearby Wi-Fi channel with only testing
devices’ MAC addresses allowed access to the network. Additionally, some
testing methods and results remain private due to the partially confidential
industry collaboration with Avast Software. In the table 6.1, we summarize
most of the tools we considered essential during development.

First, we verified that the Evil TwinBerries device is capable of intercepting
and producing 802.11 traffic. To test this, we have successfully executed the
ARP poisoning attack with concurrent telnet snooping using the Scapy library.

30https://aws.amazon.com/blogs/aws/new-amazon-ec2-instances-with-up-to-8-
nvidia-tesla-v100-gpus-p3/

31https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/virtual-machines/sizes-gpu
32https://github.com/secgroundzero/warberry
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Figure 6.5: Evil TwinBerries inner look.

The consequences of such attacks were stolen credentials as well as the ability
to hijack network flow.

Then, we monitored the prototype’s physical properties and Denial-of-
Service capability by implementing some common techniques (Deauthentic-
ation Attack, TCP/SYN Flood and DNS Multiplication Attack) using both
the Scapy and Libpcap libraries. Factors such as overheating and power con-
sumption came into play once we increased the attack intensity and multiple
physical adjustments had to be done.

The attacker was the Evil TwinBerries staging configuration (Raspberry
Pi 3B) with a USB connected WNIC (Alfa AWUS036NHA) in monitor mode.
Similarly, the victims were a different Raspberry Pi 3B (both running the
Raspberry Pi Buster OS image) and the jailbroken Nexus5X Android phone.
The isolated wireless environment was simulated mostly using the vulnerable
TL–WR841N router AP in factory settings.

To confirm our theoretical Evil Twin research, we constructed a rogue
access point and flooded the victim with spoofed deauthentication frames.
This made our access point a better connection candidate and allowed us
to successfully attack the Nexus5X device. Moreover, we deployed multiple
configurations and threat model variations, e.g. SSLstrip2 or captive portal
phishing. Compared to other solutions, we primarily focused on a specific goal
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6. Evil TwinBerries

Figure 6.6: Evil TwinBerries size comparison.

of replicating our theoretical findings while exploring the potential of modern
ARM-based platforms.

Unfortunately, later in the development, we observed an issue with the
WNIC not properly capturing data packets while in monitor mode. Due
to limited time constraints, we were only able to narrow down the cause of
this issue and the KR00K exploitation pipeline has not been fully tested for
an all-zero key packet decryption yet (despite its seemingly complete Evil
TwinBerries module).
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6.4. Testing

Reconnaisance

Airmon-ng https://www.aircrack-ng.org/doku.php?id=
airmon-ng

Kismet https://kismetwireless.net/

Bettercap https://www.bettercap.org/

RF signal analysis

GNU Radio https://www.gnuradio.org/

SDR receiver https://gqrx.dk/

URH https://github.com/jopohl/urh

Infrastructure

AP https://w1.fi/hostapd/

DNS https://linux.die.net/man/8/dnsspoof

Firewall https://linux.die.net/man/8/iptables

Penetration testing

Aircrack-ng https://aircrack-ng.org/

Airgeddon https://github.com/v1s1t0r1sh3r3/airgeddon

EAPHammer https://github.com/s0lst1c3/eaphammer

Wifite2 https://github.com/derv82/wifite2

KRACK https://github.com/vanhoefm/krackattacks-
scripts

KR00K https://github.com/hexway/r00kie-kr00kie

Table 6.1: Toolkit
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Conclusion

We have outlined the principles of Wi-Fi technology and the popular secur-
ity protocols/mechanisms. Later, we researched the attack surface associated
with this widespread technology to classify exploitation methods and show-
case established threats. The analysis was focused on the Wi-Fi attack surface
where we excluded the legacy protocols due to their broken security and de-
precation. We then discuss recurring threats along with the general protection
guidelines for modern Wi-Fi networks to help network administrators and Wi-
Fi consumers better secure their wireless perimeter.

The next step was a detailed analysis of the unique Evil Twin attack vec-
tor with the focus on exploitability, advancements, and the available detection
schemes. Based on our findings, we discuss the pillars of ET and its capab-
ilities in the current wireless environment as well as the available detection
schemes. The important focus was to put in context the attacker’s point of
view with known effective countermeasures to further educate on the risks and
protections of Wi-Fi communication.

We also presented a device specialized on Wi-Fi security testing with ap-
propriate technical description. To showcase the accessibility of such devices,
we chose a publicly known attack surface and the common Raspberry Pi fam-
ily (ARM architecture). Among other things, we were able to demonstrate a
portable rogue access point solution capable of a parallel handshake collection
and a fully automated Evil Twin kill chain.

The chosen software approach is modular where each module is a batch
of Bash or Python scripts responsible for separate segments of the Evil Twin
behavior. It is possible to broaden the demonstration scope with any relevant
Bash or Python code since their transformation into corresponding plug-in
modules is supported. The project layout and process management allow
maintaining stability in more dynamic scenarios. Additionally, the device is
capable of utilizing any of the other contemporary toolkit options.

Enterprise advancements and WPA3 are a subject for future work. During
testing, we have observed an issue with the WNIC not properly capturing data
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Conclusion

packets while in monitor mode. Due to time constraints, we were only able
to narrow down this issue and its resolution remains a part of future work.
Further improvements involve integration to existing business infrastructure
and corresponding hardware modifications based on issues observed in this
prototype (such as better power and heat management). Additionally, we are
in the process of ongoing legal negotiations about a controlled deployment for
analytical purposes.
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Appendix A

Acronyms

AAA Accounting Authentication Authorization

AEAD Authenticated Encryption with Associated Data

AES Advanced Encryption Standard

ANonce Authenticator Nonce

AP Access Point

ARM Advanced RISC Machines

BSS Basic Service Set

BSSID Basic Service Set Identifier

CA Certificate Authority

CBC Cipher Block Chaining

CCMP Counter Mode Cipher Block Chaining Message Authentication Code
Protocol

CTS Clear to Send

CVE Common Vulnerabilities and Exposures

D2D Device-to-Device

DHCP Dynamic Host Configuration Protocol

DN Domain Name

DNS Domain Name System

DoJ Department of Justice
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A. Acronyms

DoS Denial-of-Service

DPP Device Provisioning Protocol

DS Distribution System

DTIM Delivery Traffic Indication Message

EAP Extensible Authentication Protocol

EAPOL Extensible Authentication Protocol over LAN

ECC Elliptic Curve Cryptography

ECP Elliptic Curves over a Prime field

ESS Extended Service Set

ESSID Extended Service Set Identifier

ETA Evil Twin Attack

ET Evil Twin

FC Frame Control

FFC Finite Field Cryptography

FILS Fast Initial Link Setup

GCMP Galois Counter Mode Protocol

GMK Group Master Key

GTK Group Temporal Key

HMAC Hash-based Message Authentication Code

HPKP HTTP Public Key Pinning

HSTS HTTP Strict Transport Security

HTTP Hypertext Transfer Protocol

HTTPS Hypertext Transfer Protocol Secure

IBSS Independent Basic Service Set

IEEE Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers

IoC Indicator of Compromise

IoT Internet of Things
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IP Internet Protocol

ISP Internet Service Provider

IV Initialization Vector

KCK Key Confirmation Key

KEK KeyEncryption Key

LAP Legitimate Access Point

LLC Logical Link Control

LLMNR Link-Local Multicast Name Resolution

MAC Media Access Control

MFACL Management Frames Access Control Lists

MitM Man-in-the-Middle

MPDU MAC Protocol Data Unit

MSDU MAC Service Data Unit

NBT-NS NetBIOS Name Service

NFC Near Field Communication

NIC Network Interface Controller

NTLM Windows NT LAN Manager

OCSP Online Certificate Status Protocol

OEM Original Equipment Manufacturer

OSINT Open Source Intelligence

OSINT Open Source Intelligence

OSI Open Systems Interconnection

OUI Organizational Unique Identifiers

PAKE Password Authenticated Key Exchange

PBC Push-Button Configuration

PHY Physical OSI layer

PID Process Identifier
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A. Acronyms

PII Personally Identifiable Information

PIN Personal Identification Number

PLCP Physical Layer Convergence Procedure

PMD Physical Medium Dependent

PMF Protected Management Frames

PMK Pairwise Master Key

PNAC Port-based Network Access Control

PNL Preferred Networks List

PN Packet Number

PPDU PLCP Protocol Data Unit

PPP Point-to-Point Protocol

PSK Pre-Shared Key

PTK Pairwise Transient Key

QR Quadratic Residue

RADIUS Remote Authentication Dial-In User Service

RAP Rogue Access Point

RLAN Radio Local Area Network

RSA Rivest–Shamir–Adleman

RSN IE Robust Security Network Information Element

RSN Robust Security Network

RSSI Received Signal Strength Indication

RTS Request to Send

RTT Round Trip Time

SAE Simultaneous Authentication of Equals

SDR Software Defined radio

SHA Secure Hash Algorithm

SMB Server Message Block
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SNI Server Name Indication

SNMP Simple Network Management Protocol

SNonce Supplicant Nonce

SOC Security Operations Center

SSID Service Set Identifier

SSID Service Set Identifier

SSL Secure Sockets Layer

TCP Transmission Control Protocol

TIM Traffic Indication Map

TKIP Temporal Key Integrity Protocol

TK Temporal Key

TLS Transport Layer Security

ToS Terms of Service

TPK Tunneled direct link setup PeerKey

VPN Virtual Private Network

WEP Wired Equivalent Privacy

WIDS Wireless Intrusion Detection System

WIPS Wireless Intrusion Prevention System

WLAN Wireless Local Area Network

WNIC Wireless Network Interface Controller

WNM Wireless Network Management

WPA Wi-Fi Protected Access

WPS Wi-Fi Protected Setup
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Appendix B

Contents of the enclosed SD

README.md.....................................SD contents description
src........................................................source files

snippets ........................... implementation source snippets
startup.sh............................exploitation chain starter

launch fake ap.sh......................... fake AP launcher
launch dhcpd.sh......................DHCP server launcher
launch dns blackhole.sh.............DNS sinkhole launcher
launch webserver.sh.....................webserver launcher

README.txt.....................description of attached functions
thesis .................................... thesis LATEX source code

text..............................................thesis text directory
thesis.pdf...................................thesis in PDF format
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